
The Rickshaw Run
India, September 2013

On the 4th September, two Kuranda brothers, Scott and Ben Anderssen and friend James Caley start out on a 3,500 km pan-Indian 
adventure in a seven horse-power glorified lawnmower (also known as a Rickshaw). They will have two weeks to travel from Shillong in the east 
of India to Jaisalmer in the west, taking any route they choose, in probably the worst vehicle on the planet for covering an entire subcontinent. 
Does this sound slightly unhinged?

Scott is 27 and Ben 22. They both grew up in Kuranda and went to Kuranda schools. Scott has a degree in audio engineering and is still 
travelling around the world on his big OE and Ben has all his master diving qualifications, works at Kanga 
Zims and lives with his very beautiful Thai partner, Kittiya. The boys are very close and have many dear 
friends in Kuranda. They love to play tricks on each other and on everyone else as well. They may find India 
has a few tricks to play on them. You can read all about the event here:  www.theadventurists.com/the-
adventures/rickshaw-run.

Go on. Have a look. It’s a wonderful site and full of fun, which isn’t to minimise the risks. Parts of 
India are deserts, worse than our outback. There are wolves and jackals. Some of the roads are worse than 
the Gibb River Road, with washouts, flooded rivers and mysterious disappearances.  Parts of India have 
bandits. Some of the bandits have guns and other nasties. If they choose the wrong route the boys may be 
hurt. Other people doing this sort of thing have been hurt, some very seriously. 

Why, you may ask, are they doing it? Apart from being young men of an adventurous bent that is. 
The quick answer is: it’s a sponsored race and they are raising money for a charity named “Cool Earth”. 
You can read all about what they do here: www.coolearth.org. These people are protecting the endangered 
rainforests of the world, by working with the local communities who depend on them for food, shelter and 
other resources. The boys have raised a good part of their target, which is $1,500, but they need our help to 
raise the rest. Even $5 will help. Go to the fundraising page: www.justgiving.com/tastyhandpullednoodlesinc 
and you can make a donation which will go directly to “Cool Earth”. 

During the running of the race there will be a Blog site, with photos, accessible from the “Adventurists” 
website above, where you will be able to follow the race in real time. When the time comes join us in 
cheering these crazy but brave Kurandaites on with crossed fingers.

This photo was taken aboard the Kuranda Riverboat by local photographer Peter Cruse.
He and his family were out enjoying a typical cruise with us on this beautiful Spring day 

and was lucky to be in the right place, at the right time, with  the right equipment…all the the 
necessary ingredients for a wonderful natural photograph. 

A small Freshwater Crocodile with an Eastern Saw Shell turtle sharing a few moments together 
in the sun – freshies are regularly seen as we cruise down the river often sharing favourite spots 
with other crocs, lizards, birds as well as turtles.

Scenes like this are not uncommon for the crew on the Kuranda Riverboat. After 32 years 
and more than fifty thousand tours on this section of the Barron River you get to see all sorts of 
natural behavior among the local inhabitants...but this has to be one of the best images that has 
been offered back to us. 

Just one of the delights of operating daily in the Wet Tropics and being able to share experiences 
like this with our Village friends and visitors from all around the world.

         Brian Clarke

 New Plan for saving the world:
Save all the rainforests
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Application of Herbicides in Public Spaces 
I am writing to inform you that I have observed application of 
herbicides in public spaces and along the drainage lines of road verges 
adjacent to World Heritage Parks. These applications of herbicide 
have been conducted by Tablelands Regional Council and Ergon 
Energy, without the use of an indicator die or signage. I consider this 
a matter of Public and Environmental Health concern. 

Solutions that I suggest to minimise herbicide use are; 
•  Use steam to kill weeds on pavements 
•   Employ people to mow and brush cut road verges and drains. 
•   Where  herbicide  use  is  unavoidable,  like  for  woody  weeds, 

signage and indicator dyes (not red eye) should be used, if this 
is not already the law. 

Berend Akkerman

Doggy Doos in Public Spaces 
At the Top of the Range we have been supplied with the superb “Off 
Leash” fenced area for dogs, equipped with fountain and drinking 
bowl, pooh bags and bin, but oh dear me, there are some out there 
who find it beneath them to clear up after their dogs, and you know 
who you are, because there is no way you can miss your dog doing its 
business.

If you find it too much to go down to the bin and get a bag and 
deposit it in the bin provided, then bring your own so that you don’t 
have to walk so far, and then take it home.  Why should I, and other 
users of this very nice area, have to tread in your dogs’ shit when you 
can’t be bothered to do the right thing.

Today, Sunday 11th August, is a prime example – just missed two 
huge piles of mess which could only have been done by very large 
dogs. I’m thinking the guilty owner knows who he is.

Please be more considerate, and “do the right thing”.  Thank you.
Jenny Willis, Kuranda

Another Fiasco for Kuranda Which Rivals 
the Boot Camp Debacle

The Tableland Regional Council is still intending to close the 
Cairns side entry/exit to Morton Street from Rob Veivers Drive and 
construct a single access only on the Kuranda side, at a estimated 
cost of $250,000 (and as a council construction over runs can 
be expected) and which requires the resumption of land from two 
properties against the wishes of the occupiers. This proposal makes 
an already safe system dangerous by reducing the view of oncoming 
traffic, necessitating the crossing of traffic lanes and by compromising 
the view of oncoming traffic in the afternoon when vehicles have to 
turn into a setting sun. The council’s claim that the current accesses/
exits are dangerous is refuted by the fact that there has been only 
one accident that required medical  assistance in the last twenty 
years – a record  not claimed by many intersections. The decision was 
made with total disregard  of the opinion of the residents of Morton 
and Harriman Streets who have been universal in opposition to the 
changes and to the other users which include service vehicles such as 
garbage collection, truck deliveries and emergency vehicles who find 
no problem with the existing design. This design can be upgraded 
with minor earth works to the western access and appropriate 
signage.  The council’s proposition would not only decrease the safety 
of the Morton and Harriman Street users  but only accomplish an 
expensive parking lot for the three residences on the western end 
access. I am sure the resident/ratepayers of Kuranda would know of 
projects more deserving  of the spending of a quarter of a million 
dollars  than this scheme that is neither required or wanted.

Bruce Skilbeck, Morton Street 

Council Election
It has been a privilege to serve this community as your Councillor 
for the past five and a bit years and I thank you for your support over 
that time. I know that I have not always pleased everyone, but I have 
listened to you and tried to negotiate all the different viewpoints that 
are so much a part of this wonderful community. I can honestly say 
that it has been a great experience. There have certainly been both 
highs and lows, but I have never stopped being a determined advocate 
for Kuranda and made sure that Kuranda has had a strong voice at 
the Council table. I am proud of the fact that since 2008 the TRC has 
“delivered” to the Kuranda district.

But on to the future…De-amalgamation is fast approaching. The 
new Council will begin on January 1st and elections for the Mareeba 
Shire Council will most probably be held in November (the Minister is 
yet to announce the actual date). There will be six Councillors elected 
from the whole Shire and there will not be any Divisional Councillors.

With a mixture of regret and celebration, I will not be standing for 
election and will finish my term as your Councillor on December 31st. 
My reasons are many and the decision was a difficult one, but to put 
it simply “it is time for someone new”.

No doubt you will soon be hearing from candidates and my best 
wishes to whoever is in the running.

Thank You, Kuranda!
    Jenny Jensen

Kuranda Aquatic Centre
Our five-year  lease on  the Kuranda Aquatic Centre has come to an 
end. We welcome new lessees, June and Sid Cotter and wish them all 
the best in managing Kuranda’s local swimming pool.

We would sincerely like to thank our patrons who became part 
of our daily lives – it’s been lots of fun to see you keeping fit through 
swimming,  Aquafitness  or  simply  taking  to  the  waters.  Teaching 
water skills to your babies, toddlers and kids was a great pleasure. As 
too was hosting Friday HACC classes. We trust we will see you around 
the usual Kuranda hangouts.

We would also like to sincerely thank our staff who have given us 
strong support over the five years. ChristiAne Child and Yann Levieux 
have provided an invaluable backup in maintaining Lifeguard 
standards. We will miss working with them. Our kids were also a big 
part of the team but we gladly expect to be seeing more of them.

   Gary and Linda Davis

De-amalgamation Transition 
The Local Advisory Committee chaired by the Transition Manager, 
Mr Rod Ferguson, is made up of the MPs representing Kuranda 
and Mareeba (Michael Trout and David Kempton), the President 
of the Kuranda Chamber of Commerce, and the President of the 
Mareeba Chamber of Commerce. The Kuranda District Residents 
Group (KDRG) has tried to have the committee extended to include 
community representatives. In the July 8th minutes of the Local 
Advisory Committee Mr Ferguson indicated that he would not 
support expansion of the committee but would consider meeting 
with community representatives to ‘broaden the extent of general 
knowledge of the de-amalgamation process’ (why not to consider 
community concerns and recommendations?). At the following 
meeting, three guests from Mareeba and three from Kuranda were 
indeed invited to attend, proposed by the members of the committee. 
Those from Kuranda were Melanie Wicks (chair of the Kuranda 
Tourism Advisory Committee but not a resident of Kuranda), Steve 
Dominikovic of Kuranda Real Estate, and Mark Freeman, our local 
postal ‘identity’. None of these people represent a local community 
group, but rather business and political interests. Perhaps we will 
hear back from them about the meeting through this edition of the 
paper.

Minister Crisafulli has begun advising residents opposed to de-
amalgamation to put the vote behind them and get on with supporting 
a positive outcome. How can we do that when the ‘consultative 
process’ appears to be unduly weighted towards business interests, 
and our local MP bypasses the representatives of the many community 
groups who might be keen to air their concerns and gain a clearer 
understanding of the transition process and the impacts of de-
amalgamation. The KDRG is one such group, the Speewah Residents 
Association is another. There are others. I call upon Michael Trout to 
invite guests from our grass roots organisations. If he is not familiar 
with them he could be guided by our local councillor, Jenny Jensen. 
And of course community groups themselves could write to Michael, 
or directly to Rod Ferguson (c/o the Tablelands Regional Council) to 
request an invitation to attend a Local Advisory Committee meeting.

Keila Waksvik, Member, KDRG

Given The Nod
What is it about elections that makes everyone nod.

Politicians of all shapes, sizes, political persuasions and levels of 
government,  gather  around  tightly  to  fit  in  the  camera  frame.  The 
speaker takes prime position in the front in the middle. The others, 
relegated to the back row, all stand and nod at regular intervals. This 
pantomime takes place in supermarkets, kindergartens, football 
fields, hospitals and airports. There is no telling where another group 
of nodders will turn up next.

Here’s hoping it is not catching or we could all end up on the 
back ledge of Holden and Falcons looking out the rear window and 
nodding.

Toni Rogers, Kuranda

 

2013
AGM

The Kuranda Media Association (publisher of 
The Kuranda Paper) Annual General Meeting 

will be held on Saturday 19 October 2013.
Venue and time will be announced in next issue.

If you wish to be a member of the Association and 
have a say on the direction/running of the

paper, please contact the Secretary
(contact details top left of this page).

You must be a financial member to vote at the AGM.
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Dear all,
First I’d like to acknowledge the patience that everyone has shown 

in waiting for the legal advice to come through and then waiting for the 
Legal group to unravel the legalese.

We have finally got the news back from the Senior Counsel. 
Unfortunately it’s not a green light that we can reverse the de-
amalgamation process. But it has given us a pathway to call the Minister 
into account. The question now is whether we should go all-out on raising 
significant funds for a senior counsel to fight on our behalf or whether we 
use this advice in other ways. This will mean “thinking with our heads not 
our hearts” and acknowledging the risks. We’d like to put the final 
decision back to you at the public meeting 2nd September.

What the Kuranda District Residents group (KDRG) committee has undertaken since the last newsletter:
•  Had questions on the costs of de-amalgamation put to Minister Crisafulli in Parliamentary Estimates via 

shadow Minister for Planning, Tim Mulherin.
•  Exerted pressure on the Minister to reverse his direction to the TRC not to post the costs of de-amalgamation 

as they emerge on their website.
•  Invited Minister Crisafulli to attend a meeting of the KDRG. He responded he would attend if “we agreed 

not to talk about stopping de-amalgamation”. We have him on notice for 6th September when he is up here 
for Cairns Amateurs.

•  Written to Rod Ferguson (Mareeba Council Transition Manager) asking where his public consultation 
program was and provided him with examples of other de-amalgamating Council’s activities. He responded 
that he would ask someone in his team to start putting an engagement strategy together…

•  Lodged a Right to Information (RTI) application to draw out any communication regarding the Mareeba 
de-amalgamation that is sitting in the Minister’s and Local Member’s offices.

•  Had a response back from the Senior Counsel who believes we have a case but not necessarily to stop the 
de-amalgamation.

•  Are seriously gathering information around increasing our chances of getting a strong Kuranda 
representative onto Council through the pending Council election.

•  Organising our next Public Meeting (No. 3) for 2nd September.

More details on the Council Election campaign…fast approaching.
While pursuing the legal thread we have become painfully aware the council election is fast drawing upon us 

and now think it wise to turn our attention to making sure the people of the Kuranda District achieve the best 
achievable representation within the next Mareeba Shire Council (MSC). Despite our continuing 
opposition to de-amalgamation, a new MSC seems likely to eventuate. We need to strategise and aim for the 
best possible outcome in the coming election. We believe this will occur sometime after the Federal 
elections and before December 2013 but it is totally up to Minister Crisafulli’s discretion.

The next public meeting of the KDRG ( Monday September 2nd – 7pm-  Kuranda Community Precinct) will 
be one to gather our wits around how we can maximise our chances of getting a representative for Kuranda. We 
will be looking for more people to help. I know we have some good people waiting in the wings so please register 
your interest in coming on board at the public meeting 2nd September.

More details on the Transition Process…
We got a bit of a shock this week when told the Mareeba Transition Local Advisory Committee now includes as 

a “feedback group” not only the Chair of the Kuranda Chamber of Commerce (The Chamber) and the President of 
the Mareeba Chamber of Commerce, but also three handpicked “guests” from Kuranda and three from Mareeba, 
handpicked by their respective local Members, Michael Trout and David Kempton, yet NOT ONE single person 
from the general community is allowed such “special access”. And this occurs even though the KDRG, as the 
incorporated group representing Kuranda District in this matter, has requested several times to be part of this 
group, but have been rejected by Local MP Michael Trout who has said “why would I put someone from KDRG 
on the Transition Local Advisory Committee when they are taking the government to court”. 

In terms of the Chamber representing Kuranda’s interests – we have also been advised that at the last meeting 
a Kuranda Chamber member raised the suggestion of writing to Rod Ferguson (Transition Manager) that, given 
the costs of the transition, the new Kuranda Visitors Information Centre (VIC) construction be delayed. The 
Chamber meeting did not move a resolution to write a letter requesting the delay but the KDRG would like the 
Chamber’s support for the VIC’s timely construction clarified. Our Councillor, Jenny Jensen has since advised 
that the TRC is about to advertise Tenders for construction of the new VIC. The delay in advertising is due to 
Council having to wait for Minister Crisafulli to sign off. It seems to be taking some time for this to happen and 
Michael Trout and Jenny Jensen have both requested a meeting with the Minister to attempt to get the Minister 
to speed up the process.

The funds for the new Visitors Information Centre are predominantly from the Kuranda Tourism 
Infrastructure Fund (not Council rates) collected by the State Government through 
Skyrail and Queensland Rail and given over to Council to administer for construction 
of tourism related infrastructure in Kuranda. The Minister for Local Government, 
David Crisafulli, approves all project proposals and the corresponding expenditure 
under this Levy.

The reason for the delay is yet another question the KDRG would like to put 
to David Crisafulli when he meets with us. It is worth noting that Skyrail and 
Queensland Rail are not Tourism Infrastructure Levy ‘contributors’ but merely 
collection points to a tax imposed on visitors to the village as a ‘User Pays’ obligation 
for public services provided. This is a fundamental principle that should not be lost in 
the “deal-making” over how it’s used. As a safety mechanism against this tax income 
being “misapplied”,the KDRG will be asking Council for a concise description of the 
Kuranda Tourism Levy process, to have on file if the need arises, but most certainly 
to clarify the levy objectives, purposes and collection mechanism for this and the next 
Council. There is no doubt that where there is money coming into the public purse, 
there will be those who will want to use it for their own ends, particularly if they are 
a Council in a fiscal tailspin..

YOUR INPUT REQUESTED – Please continue to post your concerns on the 
transition process. We are getting the minutes of the Council meetings and putting 
them on our website. We are continuing to monitor and record the implementation 
process, including its seen and unforeseen consequences to both the TRC and the 
new MSC – as if it fails, as we suspect it will, we will need the evidence to feed back to 
the Minister and into the media. Let us know when you notice services and regional 
development projects being lost as the de-amalgamation process rolls out. The KDRG 
website or any members you know will continue to act as the rallying point for any 
Council services or quality of service you notice diminishing or are alarmed may be 
cut or reduced. Annie Clarke

Convener,
Kuranda District Residents Group

PUBLIC NOTICE
KDRG Public Meeting 

No. 3
A Kuranda District Residents Group 

Public meeting will be held at 
7pm at the Community Precinct 

(old School site) 
Monday 2nd September 

ALL WELCOME
Time to report back again. 

We will go through the legal advice 
and ask you for suggestions on how 
we can ensure Kuranda has a voice 
in the next council.  And we will be 

looking for willing workers.

Many thanks for your ongoing support. Our unity is our strength.
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Do you enjoy gardening and plants?
Ever wondered about Hydroponics?

Come along to
KURANDA GARDEN CLUB INC.

All are welcome to our meeting on
Saturday 7th September at 2.00pm

Enjoy a tour of 

Jan Coulter s Garden
111 William Smith Drive, Speewah

See how Jan grows plants and vegetables Hydroponically
Everyone please bring a plate to share for afternoon tea and 

encourage your friends to join us.
Phone David or Graham 4093 9492 

dpsgkp@people.net.au

’

Top of the Range
Neighbourhood Watch Launch

Get to meet your neighbours over a bite to eat:
sausage sizzle provided

Bring the family including friendly dogs
(off leash dog area)

Anyone else interested in starting up a Neighbourhood Watch 
in Kuranda is welcome

DATE: Sunday 22nd September TIME: 10.30am
WHERE: Top of the Range Community Park

Corner Gregory Terrace & Daniel Place
Enquiries: Maggie Herbohn

4093 9059 • mherbohn@bigpond.com

Kuranda Community 
Precinct Advisory Committee 

Thanks for the Feedback
Over the last month the committee has had its Concept Plans for the redevelopment 
of the site displayed at a number of locations around the community.

On the 7th of August TRC Community Planning and Development Officer Joy 
Wii, Councillor Jenny Jensen and myself spent the day in front of the Post Office 
seeking feedback on these plans. We had a great response with over 200 people 
talking to us on the day.

The first outcome of this was a clear cut preference for Plan 2 over Plan 1. This 
indicated a choice for a bigger playground area at the expense of a slightly smaller 
off road car park. The second outcome which was very encouraging was the 
overwhelming support for getting some action happening so that community use of 
the area starts as soon as possible.

People seemed generally comfortable with the plans to make the area a family 
friendly, aesthetically pleasing environment focussed around the re-located library. 
Support is also strong for a focus on culture, the arts and local history.

We have also heard the concerns that some people have about issues such as 
moving the library out of town and some of the history of the redevelopment and 
previous consultation. While such issues are largely out of the control of the present 
Advisory Committee we can certainly listen to these concerns and see if there are 
ways of lessening their impact in the future.

Funds for the relocation of the library are already committed by Council and 
planning is well under way. As the result of the feedback we have now passed a 
motion requesting Council to cost Option 2 and start a process to have more detailed 
Landscape Plans professionally developed. Our intent is to have funds committed, if 
not construction started, by the time of any change of Council at the end of the year.
Let’s get started on our first Project!
At our August meeting we welcomed new member Peter Thompson replacing Nicky 
Gibson who has left town. Peter had already drawn up plans for the Committee for 
a shelter structure to protect and display the student art work in the form of hand 
sculpted ceramic tiles which remain on site.

Peter has undertaken to lead a team of volunteers on this construction project 
and is looking for willing assistants. In particular masonry skills (bricklaying and 
concreting) would be useful. We are also looking for about 150 common red bricks 
to repair damage to the brickwork on which the tiles are mounted (halves would be 
acceptable). If you can help with either of these projects, please give Peter a call on 
0439 561 749.

John Baskerville (Chairperson) 
4093 7246 • 0407 144 213 • jbask4@gmail.com

You are invited to a short talk and training by

FROG RESEARCHER DR CONRAD HOSKINS
speaking on Kuranda Tree frog – Litoria myola 
Saturday/Sunday 7th/8th September

Talk 6.00-6.30pm, Monitoring session 6.30-7.30pm
Calling all those who would like to know about and possibly become a part of an 
internationally funded conservation effort here in our own backyard, as one of the 
monitoring volunteers. Dr Conrad Hoskins, the frog researcher, will be in Kuranda on 
weekend 7th & 8th September to set up our monitoring stations and provide training 
in the monitoring. You can come just for the talk or both. One evening is sufficient 
training, so you choose which one. Monitoring sites will have easy access and be dry. 
Please contact Cathy on 4093 9926 to book your place and get directions to the venue 
and what to bring for the training session.
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Sommer
Painting Services

Est. 1995 • QBSA 076195

LONG LIST OF LOCAL REFERENCES

• New Homes/Repaints
• Commercial
• High-pressure Cleaning
• Airless spraying
• Roof restorations
• Sikkens Timber Finishes
• Free quotes

Ralf Sommer
107 Veivers Drive, Speewah

Phone/Fax 4093 0146
Mobile 0413 313 823

On the week Of 20-26th September 2013, from the Friday to 
the following Thursday, Mona Mona will be celebrating its 100th anniversary 

since it was first established as a mission. Entitled “REMEMBERING THE PAST, 
CREATING THE FUTURE”, this event will commemorate the time in 1913, when 
large numbers of indigenous people from north Queensland were rounded up and 
forcibly taken to the Mission set up and run by the Seventh Day Adventist Church. 
Initially it was children of the stolen generation from many northern areas who 
were picked up by the Queensland native police and taken to the Mission. Later 
members of the Djabugay 
people of all ages were locked 
out of their traditional hunting 
and foraging grounds as well 
as their sacred sites and had 
to camp alongside the Mission. 
Their children were forcibly 
placed in boys and girls 
dormitories in the Mission. 

The Mission was situated 
in bush country on more 
than 4000 acres not far from 
Kuranda on the banks of Flaggy 
Creek. The land was gazetted 
as an Aboriginal Reserve for 
the local inhabitants of the 
Kuranda region, in accordance 
with the then Government 
policy of re-locating the 
indigenous peoples onto 
reserves and missions under 
the 1897 Aboriginal Protection 
and Restriction of the Sale of 
Opium Act.

Until about 1940 it was 
almost self-sufficient, growing 
its own food, and cutting and milling timber. After this period, soil fertility 
deteriorated and with the increasing costs, the Mission ceased to be viable. The 
Mission continued until 1962 when plans to build a dam at Mona Mona meant the 
Mission was disbanded. But the dam was never built. Many Mona Mona residents 
were forced to relocate to their present communities of Oak Forest, Kowrowa, 
Mantaka, Koah, Mareeba and Kuranda; other families were sent to Palm Island, a 
penal colony at the time. Most of the Mission assets were sold off and some of the 
homes were moved to those new communities for the families to live in.

Then with the successful 1967 referendum to change the Constitution and a new 
governmental approach to the Aboriginal people, many Indigenous people who 
had been sent away returned to Mona Mona. Some years after the Mission closed, 
elders such as Clarrie Grogan, Joe McGuiness and Enoch Tranby went to an auction 
to buy back Mona Mona, even though they had no funds. Neighbouring property 
owners declined to bid to enable the elders to purchase the Mission. The elders 
obtained the lease and spent a lot of time cleaning up the land. But several years 
later they could not afford the rates and the land went back to the Government. 
Notwithstanding this, for more than fifty years, people have lived at the former 

Mission and retained their connections in small, sometimes transient populations, 
although the facilities have gradually deteriorated.

On December 9, 2008, the Department of Communities told people in Mona 
Mona that some 1610 hectares of their land would become part of the Kuranda 
National Park and 100 hectares would be set aside for the people of Mona Mona, to 
be used for cultural and camping purposes only (Mona Mona used to be bigger but 
farming areas were sold off earlier). No one was to be allowed to live on this residual 
area, only camp on weekends. There was strong opposition to these proposals 

through the local Mona Mona 
Action group. 

Negotiations followed 
with the State local member 
Steve Wettenhall, resulting 
in a Government decision to 
revoke its plans.

“I acknowledge the 
legitimate aspirations of 
the Mona Mona people to 
exercise control over their 
land,” he said. 

The local people were 
very happy with this result. 
In 2010, the community’s 
descendants celebrated an 
‘historic’ handover, with the 
State government giving 
the Mona Mona Bulmba 
Corporation a 30-year lease 
of the 1610-hectare area.

It is fitting now that, 100 
years after the Mission was 
first established, Mona Mona 
residents and descendants of 
former residents should now 

come together to celebrate their long connection with this land. The connection is 
ingrained deep in their hearts, it is part of their history, and has spiritual dimensions 
drawn from ancient Aboriginal traditions and beliefs. 

The program is being assisted by donations from Aboriginal organisations such as 
the Corporation, the Ngoonbi Cooperative Society, the National Stolen Generation 
Alliance, the Australian Union of the SDA Church (ATSIM Dept), Tjapukai Cultural 
Park, Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre and other donors. The Church will be 
providing the catering and other services and facilities for the weekend, otherwise 
all services will be provided by volunteers. All helpers are welcome, contact Biri 
Duffin at birijah@hotmail.com. There will be camping facilities, religious services, 
talks, cultural workshops and demonstrations, traditional dancing, concerts, an 
historical exhibition, a guided walk, childrens’ and youth activities and a family 
sports day on the Sunday. The public is welcome to join the descendants of Mona 
Mona in remembering the significance of this time, with a small fee for camping to 
cover generator and water costs.

      Graham Nicholson

Mona Mona Celebrates its 100th Anniversary 

Mona Mona Residents & Staff circa 1917

Therwine Street
REDUCED

TO

$30
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For plant sourcing, identification or general gardening questions, 
contact Alectura C/- Kuranda Paper or

email wortwoad@optusnet.com.au

SEPTEMBER and Spring has come – so  elegantly expressed in 
the Basho haiku:

With lengthening days, air and soil warming, all but the most lugubrious of 
gardeners is stirred to venture forth and make contact with the garden once more. 
Even the smallest of garden plots or potted plants give immense satisfaction and  joy 
immersing us in the complex web of nature. 

One of the silent and most valuable of all toilers in the garden is the humble 
earthworm. Cleopatra (69 – 30 B.C.) recognized the earthworms’ contribution to 
Egyptian agriculture and declared them to be sacred with removal of earthworms 
punishable by death and Egyptian farmers were even not allowed to touch an 
earthworm for fear of offending the God of Fertility.

Earthworms silently perform their hidden toils with tunnelling activity aerating 
the soil with their channels, allowing rain to enter the soil more efficiently, reducing 
water run-off  and improving soil structure. By burrowing into the sub-soil and 
bringing up fine mineral particles to the surface in the form of castings, the top soil 
layer is deepened. As well, earthworms neutralize extremes of soil pH and compost 
organic matter up to four times more rapidly than regular composting. Decreases of  
many soil borne diseases and nematode populations are also other benefits. 

Once again, the long pendant promises of the Jade Vine (Strongylodon 
macrobotrys) are emerging, gladdening the eye and heart.  Yes Spring has sprung! 
Plant of the Month: Mondo grass, Ophiopogon japonicus from ophis = snake, 
and pogon = beard, is  also known as Monkey grass and is a tough, hardy reliable 
ground-cover and filler often considered common and overused. However its ability 
to compete with  tree roots and dense shade makes it ideal for those hard to-fill-
spots. 

Ranging in height from 12–40cms, Mondo grass is not to be confused with Liriope 
as Mondo has more narrow leaves and blue fruits as compared to Liriopes’ black.

Suiting any average garden soil and preferring moisture, plantings may be 
established quickly from offsets, keeping as many roots as possible and at least eight 
leaves. 

There are several cultivars well worthwhile searching out: ‘Aureovariegatus,’ 
‘Variegatus’ and ‘Vittatus’ having white or gold striped leaves and the  miniatures 
‘Kioto’ or dwarf mondo grass, the smaller ‘Nippon’  and even smaller and more 
compact ‘Gyoko-ryu’. 

Under trees or shrubs Mondo makes an excellent shade-tolerant lawn that never 
needs mowing and if looking shaggy can be sheared back as weather warms.

The palette is widened by the related Black Mondo Grass (Ophiopogon 
planiscapus) with its dark purple to black leaves which prefers partial shade. Be 
patient here as this does not multiply fast and is not a good ground cover.

With very few insect pests but sometimes, during humid weather, Anthracnose, a 
fungal disease, may cause plant collapse and should be treated with a recommended 
fungicide.

 

 

Spring too, very soon!
They are setting the scene for it -

Plum tree and moon. 

Q & A: Dear Stanley, The masses of long pink trumpet flowers up the bare vine 
ropes is most likely Tecomanthe Hillii (Begnonia family) or Fraser Island creeper, 
a stunning beauty flowering now on established wood. Fairly fast growing when 
established,  it is somewhat vigorous and needs careful placing so that its long bare 
ropes can display their blooms. In the same family and very similar is the New 
Guinea Tecomanthe venusta.

Dear Russell, I have not come across Colacasia mojito in Australia yet but it is a 
highly desirable sport with its random purple/black and lighter green splashings. 
Colacasia “Teacups” is in Australia and I obtained a small plant from a now defunct 
NT nursery sometime ago. I find it comes up late and goes down early but will be 
happy to supply an offset when re-emerging as weather warms.
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Arts
pagethe

Recently returned from our regular 
biannual Asia mission, my family and 
I have opened a shop and workshop 
in Kuranda Original Markets (opposite 
Compound Skate shop).
In ‘Liminal Caravan’ we have unique 
clothing, jewellery, treasures and rarities 
from around Asia, personally collected 
by us from gorgeous Golden Triangle 
minorities still living remotely and 
traditionally. We have had strong and 
continuous relations with several ‘Hill 

Tribe’ groups throughout the Golden Triangle and 
have supported many community projects over the 
past decade. As we have spent more than half of 
the last 12 years in remote villages in Asia, we are 
always excited to share and listen to stories from 
the Golden Triangle, especially from those of you 
who ventured there decades before us, in prolific 
poppy and guerrilla 
eras… Come and 
share a nostalgic 
moment, or check 
out our wares…

Next door, I am more often than not in a calm, manic 
moment of assembling junk, wood, springs, cogs, 
wires and tarnished copper into amplified percussion 
boxes, Theremins, wooden iPod docks and various 
other sonic-centred sculptures. The concept behind 

‘Wooden Machines’ 
arose as a fusion 
between my long 
time fascination with 
sound art, sonic 
thresholds and liminality, and the outer limits of 
acoustic research, with the abundance of beautiful 
(to me anyway) aged treasures that I have been 
stumbling upon in landfill, tips, charity and junk 
shops, and the sides of roads across Australia. 
Thus it has been for me, a natural endeavour to 
create sonic art forms out of pieces of obsolete 
historical fragments of “rubbish” in an attempt 
to revive and transform discarded objects into, 
not only interesting visual compositions, but also 

usable sonic devices which at the very 
least make noise, and ideally provide 
a realm of audio-exploration for the 
performer and listener alike… 
If this sounds vaguely interesting, or 
you have ideas to share, or you are 
searching for a unique instrument or 
wooden stereo, or, if you are inspired 
by Sun Ra, Steve Reich, Cornelius 
Cardew or love Theremins and reel 
to reel machines, please drop by for 
a chat. We are open Wednesday to 
Sunday. If you have any interesting 
“junk”, old electrical devices, rusty springs, or strange objects taking up space, I 
would love and utilise any donations or trade.
Looking forward to meeting more of the eclectic local tweakers…
Brandon, Jen, Liminal and Phaedra
from ‘Liminal Caravan’ and ‘Wooden Machines’.

Liminal Caravan
Hand-spun Hemp and Cotton Natural Dyed

Hill tribe Clothing, and Unique Asian Treasures
and

Wooden Machines
Unique Handmade Sonic Creations

and Wooden AK-47’s.Brandon & Jen

I heard weird sounds coming from the skateboard-end of the Original Kuranda Rainforest Markets. On 
investigation I discovered that they were coming from even weirder machines made from polished wood, 
brass, bakelite and antique junk coupled with electronic sound devices. Some have movement sensors 
causing them to hoot and whistle and clang and reverberate when you approach them. They are the work 
of sound artist Brandon, just back from Asia with family. Partner Jen has a Hill Tribe shop opposite...

It was great to see, hear, 
and touch Brandon’s 
instruments/sculptures. 
They resemble objects 
you might find on the Tardis, or in a Jules 
Verne novel. Clock springs, camera bits, 
kitchen utensils, microphones, wires, and 
computer innards all go into a suitable 
box decorated and wired for sound, 
but the best part is - they sense our 
presence and respond with unique 
electronic music! You’ve just got 
to go see/hear/feel it for yourself.  
Amazing!
Brandon, Jen and family have 
been travelling extensively 
and living in Asia, and Jen has 
brought back some great 
tribal clothing available at 
the market. Yes people 

are doing some pretty 
amazing things these 
days. Lots of original art 
happening, and new 

ideas spawning so fast that the scribes of 
the establishment are losing the battle 
trying to categorise it all. All the better, 
I reckon. Art, science, philosophy, belief 

systems, culture. It’s all merging 
these days, but not into that one 

uniform coffee-coloured mind-
set they sang about in the 60’s. 

Instead, in keeping with the 
nature of evolution, we are 

seeing a proliferation of new 
thought expressed in the 

huge variety of art forms 
practiced today. Keep 

up the good work, art 
innovators           ...seren

All is Art

Hi there Members and Friends,
August was a huge month for the Amphitheatre leading up to, and 
after, the Bernard Fanning concert on Saturday 17th.
Many, many thanks to everyone who volunteered in any way to make 
this a memorable event. It was pleasant to see some new faces offering 
up their time to help the Amphi!

1,650 patrons attended and enjoyed 
their day and evening on the terraces 
being entertained by such greats as 
The Medics, Snakadaktal, Big Scary, 
Vance Joy, The Rubens and of course 
the Bernard Fanning Band.
Kuranda was fortunate to host this 

one-off event as part 
of the Bernard Fanning 
Departures Tour.
The work begins on the 
new amenities!! The new 
block will be situated 
behind the current “Top Toilets”. 
Public lighting will also be placed at 

the entrance of the venue. 
Both projects will save much 
time and money as KAS will 
no longer be required to hire 

Portaloos and Portable 
Public Lighting for large 
events.
THANK YOU TABLELANDS 
REGIONAL COUNCIL, in 
particular Cr Jenny Jensen 
and Dean Davidson.
Until next time,

KAS TEAM      www.kurandaamphitheatre.org

Amphitheatre News
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The Kuranda Paper is an independent 
community newspaper published on the 
last Thursday of the month, by a team 
of volunteers. Advertising revenue pays 

for printing and office expenses and 
donations/grants to community groups 
and projects as determined by the KMA 

management committee.
Please support the local advertisers in 

The Kuranda Paper.
Please see page 2 for further details.

Clean water for Kuranda : Filter Options
There is limited treatment of the Kuranda drinking water. Chlorine disinfectant byproducts  and many pesticides, 
and herbicides are not removed or even tested for and council has admitted that some organisms causing gut 
infections, including Giardia and Cryptosporidiumia, may be present in the water. 

So filtering water in Kuranda for locals and travellers seems like a good idea.

Which Filter?
BASIC: Granular activated carbon filters take out chlorine and other organic chemicals for general use 

particularly when uninterrupted good flow is needed . 
BEST OPTION: Ceramic Carbon block filters are usually used for more thorough filtration because they do 

not allow any bypass. 0.5 micron is needed for giardia, cryptosporidium, and other microorganism removal. 
Other options are reverse osmosis and distillation. While both remove nearly all impurities, they are costly. 
Reverse osmosis also gives a limited output, is bulky and only produces one litre of water for every 7 litres 

treated. While distillation has a slow output and uses large amounts of energy.
Alternatively look for another source of water if feasible.

Federal Candidate Questionnaire Results 
(see www.foekuranda.org for full responses of candidates – only three received by time of writing this article).
Motivation to stand?

Jo Kloot Greens: Give a voice to those standing up for environment and help the most disadvantaged,  
promote sustainable business practices and give Far North Queensland food and energy security…. 
Warren Entsch LNP: Increase investment in area and be able to do more if LNP government elected.
Frank Miles Family First: I am sick of the government waste and mismanagement of this country. I 
believe I can make a difference and impact for future of our children  and grandchildren.

How improve rivers, sea and protect Great Barrier Reef
Jo Kloot Greens: Encourage sustainable farming practices to save water and prevent contaminated run 
off, stop inappropriate river and coastal development and activities, make Queensland a solar powered state.
Warren Entsch LNP: Implement a Reef 2050 plan to ensure the long term management and protection of 
the Reef, addressing the threat posed by the Crown of Thorns, reducing run-off and improving water quality.  
Frank Miles Family First: I would consult with specialists and experts in this field as I have done in the 
past with waterway matters.

Nationwide audit of agricultural and horticultural chemicals so that local councils can 
tailor their raw and drinking water testing accordingly?

Jo Kloot Greens: Yes this is an urgent and obvious necessity.
Warren Entsch LNP: It is on our radar.
Frank Miles Family First: I am aware of better successful farming methods without chemicals etc. which 
harm humans and the environment. 

Social justice issues ?
Jo Kloot Greens: Welfare of the poorest in our community. Redistribution of food with no monetary value 
to those in need.  Humane treatment of  asylum seekers, intellectual property rights of Indigenous cultural 
and ethno botanical knowledge. 
Warren Entsch LNP: Better resources for our mental health service providers. 100% committed to 
DisabilityCare. Youth unemployment, the removal of discrimination against the LGBTI community, better 
approach to dealing with the tuberculosis threat on our doorstep. 
Frank Miles Family First: This country was founded on hard working good living people who valued 
the family unit. Australians need to reinforce the core values of Australia and what it was founded on so our 
society is a safer and happier society. 

For further information see www.foekuranda.org, 
email info@foekuranda.org or phone Pat on 4093 8509

Meetings @ Midday,

Third Sunday of Every Month,

the Community Hub,

Original Markets, Kuranda

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME



Gurrumul is an enigma in the Australian music industry. Tanks are extremely 
honoured to host this extraordinary performer headlining Music Botanica’s 

daytime presentation this year.
Gurrumul’s fragile but powerfully emotive voice has affected the public in a way no 

other artist has done in this country.  He sings songs about identity, spirit and connection 
with the land, its elements and the ancestral beings to which he is related.

Gurrumul first came to attention when he released his debut album, ‘Gurrumul’, to 
international acclaim; which sold half a million copies worldwide, reaching Triple Platinum 

in Australia.  His second album, 
‘Rralaka’, released in April 2011, has 
hit Platinum and the cover of Rolling Stone Magazine declared Gurrumul 
“Australia’s Most Important Voice” (Rolling Stone, April 2011).

Having performed for HRH The Queen of England and US President 
Barack Obama and being one of only two Australian performers at the 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Concert at Buckingham Palace, Gurrumul’s place 
as a multi ARIA award-winning international star, capable of transcending 

cultural boundaries, is firmly set.
This is will be a historic afternoon on the Tanks event calendar.  Pack your picnic rugs 

and arrive early to secure your position on the grass.  Picnic chairs are also welcome, but 
they will be positioned towards the back.

Music Botanica is an outdoor musical celebration proudly presented by Tanks Arts 
Centre in the Cairns Botanic Gardens.

Adults all one price - $65.00, Children 6-12 years - $35.00 (plus booking fee)  www.ticketlink.com

Smashing together dub, dancehall, reggae, drum ‘n’ bass, 
and just a little touch of rock, the nine-piece tour-de-force, 
Dubmarine is set to launch their second album at the Tanks 
Arts Centre on Saturday 21st September.

Backed by a powerful brass section and led by the vocal 
gymnastics of Indigenous superstar and Gangulu man 
D-Kazman, Dubmarine 
have a mission; to produce 
bass crunching, rhythm 
pounding, hip shaking 
modern music fusing 
elements of music from 
all around the world. 

“We are excited to 
come to Cairns and play 
since its been a few years 
since we got to do it,” says 
Kazman. 

“I am personally looking 
forward to bringing my 
band back home since 
Cairns and Kuranda 
are the places I did my 
apprenticeship in music with the ‘Hot Rubber Glove’ crew.”
“We have a super 

rad show lined up for the far northerners, we’ve been working on 
the latest Bass Culture Sounds and rythmic groove, which we love to 
mash up and build maximum dynamic in the tunes. The end result is a 
mega bass dance-off that becomes infectious to the point of frenzy… 
So come hang wit d real crowd pullers.” 

Dubmarine will be bringing 
to the stage a hot new show 
featuring tracks from Laser 
Sound Beam, new joints 
and re-imagined crowd 
favourites, the immersion 
will be deep!
Joining Dubmarine on 
the night are the new and 
exciting UnTiii TuTii who 
feature the amazing vocal 
skills of Trevelyn Brady, ( Troy 
and Trevelyn, Banawarun) 
and production and guitar 

prowess of Grim Tilla (Laneous 
and Family Yah, Upsteppers, Grim 
Tilla and The Diablo). UnTii TuTii will 
be taking their new music to exciting 
places for the very first time!
Be sure to get your tickets early 
to avoid dissapointment, coz 
Dubmarine deliver a power packed 
live show not to be missed.             KC
tix: A: $25, Conc: $20, www.ticketlink.com.au

Bob Marley’s Legend: remixed by 
Stephen Marley, Ziggy Marley, Z-Trip; 
Pretty Lights and others.

Kuranda Town is a reggae town, right? Bob 
Marley’s legend is imprinted in our D.N.A. right? 
Well here it is, re-mixed with the utmost respect 
by Bob’s boys and devotees. And how sweet it is!

Dub step, phat bass driven reggae which 
takes absolutely nothing away from the originals 
but adds the resonance of this generation’s 
musical journey. “Three Little Birds” joyfully 
uplifting, “Exodus” hard-rocking, anthemic, 
driving the message, “Buffalo Soldier” even more 
achingly defiant. And “No Woman, No Cry” my 

God. You’ve heard it a million times but now it marches in triumph and the government 
yard in trench town has never been more visible. Hangin’  out.

“I shot the Sherriff” buries the famous riff behind a tinkly intro and a huge pounding 
drum then at the end of the first verse the riff rides in on a twangy bass guitar. “But I did 
not shoot no deputy – oh no”. Dub-stepping all the way.

Ziggy Marley says it best: “Bob is still the singer. The message is still there… It’s just fun, it’s 
all fun. It’s a joyful thing man.” Joy and respect. Kuranda town, you’ll love it! “Exodus” just 
blows us away! www.bobmarley.com

Steve Mason: 
Monkey Minds in the Devil’s Time  

Honestly, you could write a book reviewing 
this amazing album. From the cover – a new 
century Italian fresco: the devil, dragons, last 
souls; the opening track – a spoken passage 
from Dante’s “The Divine Comedy”, then 20 tracks 
of just about everything.

Steve Mason’s sweet high voice – very British 
in the Elbow, Radiohead vein. Solid, haunting 
bass lines; hooky melodic anthems a la The 
Steve Miller Band. Some really cutting rap, hip-
hop courtesy of Mystro (love the black cockney 
accent). Tough and aggressive street front (yet 

still kinda sweet) and some really lovely harmonies. It’d take months of listening to really 
get to know it and what pleasures that journey will bring. It expands, lifts, floats and 
always holds the solid bass bottom. Edges towards swing/jazz with horns and strings and 
gets very funky, rappy and – oh bugger, just go and buy it. Twenty tracks of amazingly 
creative, sumptuous pleasure. Choirs, Floydian ambience; pastoral and urban. ‘Nuff said.

Bernard Fanning “Departures” Concert 17th August. The ‘Nard at the Amphi. A 
match made in musical heaven! Crisp and clear as the moon lit night. Brilliant sound 
system. Seasoned Oz Rock at the cutting edge. Simply 10 out of 10. If you were there you 
know what we mean. If not: oops. On ya Ampi! 

All CDs reviewed are available from Colly Dolly Music, 
I.G.A. building, Mareeba, ph 40 923 245  

KURANDA GIG GUIDE
SUNDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

Kuranda Rainforest Retreat
The Hillbilly Goats

Fathers’ Day Special
Starts 12 midday

~~~
SATURDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER
Kuranda Rainforest Retreat

DAVY SIMONY
Music starts 6.00pm

~~~
SATURDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER

MONA MONA
CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS

Live Music, many other
activities, Camping available 

Kuranda Rainforest Retreat
THE MONTGOMERY BROTHERS

Music starts 6.00pm
~~~

SATURDAY 28TH SEPTEMBER
Kuranda Rainforest Retreat

KOAHLITION
Music starts 6.00pm

MUSIC PAGE
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THE boogie brothers 
    cd reviews

The Boogies

Images courtesy of Lachlan Douglas (@Somefx)

The Tanks Art Centre
Dubmarine Album Launch

Saturday 21st September

Billie Weston
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Flecker Botanic Gardens, Cairns

Gurrumul
with special guests

 Zennith (2pm) Thelma Plum (3pm)
Sunday 15th September
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Friday 13 September, 7.30pm
GG Davies, Daintree Delta Blue 

and Amy Chase



Nick’s Pool
Service

Your local pool 
man in Kuranda

For all your pool and spa needs
• CLEANING
• SERVICING

• REPAIRS
• MAINTENANCE

• POOL EQUIPMENT SALES
• CHEMICAL SALES

• ADVICE

Call Nick and Susan on

0414 644 230/4093 8124
allspaandpool@gmail.com

QLD SELF DEFENCE & 
TAEKWONDO ACADEMY

Q.S.D.T.A.
Leaders in Self 

Defence Training

Self Defence 
– So Easy

•  Internationally Certified 
Instructor (ITF)

•  Non-contact training 
policy

•  Traditional Tae Kwon Do
•  Practical self-defence 

training
•  Family discounts 

available
•  First lesson FREE

CWA HALL KURANDA
Tuesday & Thursday 6.30-8.00pm

FREECALL 1800 649 549 or Jeff Dieben 0437 438 196
www.queensland-selfdefence.com.au

September 2013 THE KURANDA PAPER

Open Good Friday

10

MORO
AUTO REPAIRS

Ric Moro
Phone: (07) 4092 4198

Fax: (07) 4092 4203 • A/Hrs: (07) 4093 2532
PO Box 243, Mareeba 4880

128 MASON STREET, MAREEBA

FOR ALL YOUR MECHANICAL REPAIRS TO

CARS • TRUCKS • TRAILERS
Roadworthy Certificates,

inspection and
modification
authorisation
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BUMBLEBEE
MOTORS

To Your New 
Automotive Service Centre

Come On Into The New
Bumblebee Motors

And Bee Surprised At The Level Of Service
Available To You

Competitive Pricing On All Mechanical ServicesTyres At A Price You Can AffordWheel AlignmentsServicing Of All Makes And ModelsAdvice You Can Be Assured OfKey Cutting Service
LPG Gas Bottle Refills

Welcome

Barang Street • Kuranda
Phone/Fax 4093 9235

K.N.C. Operated by 
KURANDA INFORMATION & SUPPORT CENTRE 

ASSOC. INC. 
6 Rob Veivers Drive, Kuranda 

PO BOX 170   KURANDA Qld  4881      
Ph: 4093 8933  Fax: 4093 8607

Email: knc@qld.chariot.net.au
ABN 62 198 192 130

Neighbourhood Centre News – September 2013

Pullet Surprise
Fred was in the fertilized egg business. He had several hundred young pullets and 
ten roosters to fertilize the eggs. He kept records, and any rooster not performing 
went into the soup pot and was replaced.

This took a lot of time, so he bought some tiny bells and attached them to his 
roosters. Each bell had a different tone, so he could tell from a distance, which 
rooster was performing. Now, he could sit on the porch and fill out an efficiency 
report by just listening to the bells.

Fred’s favourite rooster, old Butch, was a very fine specimen, but for some 
mornings he noticed old Butch’s bell hadn’t rung at all! When he went to investigate, 
he saw the other roosters were busy chasing pullets, bells-a-ringing, but the pullets, 
hearing the roosters coming, would run for cover. To Fred’s amazement, old Butch 
had his bell in his beak, so it couldn’t ring. He’d sneak up on a pullet, do his job and 
walk on to the next one.

Fred was so proud of old Butch, he entered him in the City Show and he 
became an overnight sensation among the judges. The result was the judges not 
only awarded old Butch the “No Bell Piece Prize,” but they also awarded him the 
“Pulletsurprise” as well.

Clearly old Butch was a politician in the making. Who else but a politician could 
figure out how to win two of the most coveted awards on our planet by being the 
best at sneaking up on the unsuspecting populace and screwing them when they 
weren’t paying attention.

Vote carefully in the next election, the bells are not always audible.

KNC Planning Process: Available at the Neighbourhood Centre will be some 
surveys/questionaires to assist us in developing future planning. Please ask a staff 
person for more details. It is important that the community feeds into any planning 
process to ensure our growth or changes are occurring in direct consideration to 
expressed community need. Thank you for your participation.
Kuranda Family Day: The next Family Day will be held on Tuesday 1st October 
in Centenary Park – please contact Ceri if you wish to become involved. 
ATSILS Legal Clinic: A Solicitor from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Legal Service will be doing monthly clinics at the Centre to see people about any 
legal issues. He will make an assessment of the best person to refer the matter to. 
The next clinic will be on the 13th September. Please contact Ceri or Marg to make 
an appointment.
Vegie Seedlings: The seedlings trial has been successful and we will continue 
to provide whatever is given to us on a seasonal basis. As from September 1st we 
will sell seedlings for $1.50. Proceeds go back to KNC programs and community 
development.
Women’s Craft Group: The craft group has commenced and is running on 
Thursday mornings from 10am. The current activity is weaving with raffia and pine 
needles with additional activities being explored by the group. Please come along 
and find out more.
Counselling through Medicare: If you require counselling see your GP for a 
referral under a plan that can be subsidized through Medicare. Please come and talk 
to Marg or Ceri to find out more about how this works.
Furniture Exchange: If you have items in good condition to donate, please let us 
know and we will arrange pick up. Right now, we are seeking a number of lounges, 
freezers, beds and warm bedding (blankets and doonas). All items will go to families 
or individuals with identified needs and all items are welcome. THANKS.

    – The Neighbourhood Centre Team

Kuranda Disaster Team will 
be activated 10.00am on 8th 
September, Ross Common, 

Speewah
The SES is putting together a “fake 
bus crash” to test Kuranda’s resilience 
in helping in the task on monitoring, 
calming and stretchering injured to a 

location for ambulance road/air pick up. 
To run this event successfully we need “patients” and helpers. Age is no barrier; 

there is always something you can do. All emergency services will be in attendance 
to support/assist us through the event. A free sausage sizzle will be put on after the 
event for all helpers.

If you are interested in being a patient or distressed parent you will be required 
at 9.00am to “set” the scene. Please contact me either by email or phone (after 
5.00pm). Hope to see you there.

– Carolyn Day
carolyn974@hotmail.com, 0409 758 122



KURANDA PHARMACY

Hilary Skimming
B.Pharm, M.P.S.

TELEPHONE:
4093 7480

Open 7 days a week for
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
and FRIENDLY SERVICE

Monday–Friday: 8.30am–5.30pm
Saturday: 9.00am–3.00pm
Sunday: 10.00am-3.00pm

Kuranda Acupuncture

Healthy Kuranda-iteThe
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Managing the Pains of Time

Freestyler Salon gives a warm welcome 
to Byron, our new fully qualified hair 

stylist, who will be available on 
Tuesday and Wednesday.

The salon continues to be open 
Thursday through to Sunday.

We are located in Kuranda Market 
Arcade Shop 8.

Please call 4093 9747 for an 
appointment.

ARTHRITIS is a general term used to describe several different 
ailments. It refers to inflammation within the joint space. This causes 
pain and thickening of the joints, leading to a reduction in mobility, 
and can affect many facets of a person’s life. The two most common 
forms are osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis. 

Osteoarthritis is the wear and tear that occurs from every day 
activities, weight bearing and gravity over an extended period of time. 
Injury, poor maintenance or excessive stress can create an early onset. 
Most commonly affected are those over 60 years of age. 

Rheumatoid arthritis is an auto immune disease creating arthritic 
pain. 

The following remedies can aid most arthritic conditions. Prevention is always 
the best approach but often we don’t address such issues until they start affecting our 
daily lives. Early detection and awareness is essential to prevent greater breakdown 
once the cartilage begins to wear. 
GLUCOSAMINE: prevents further wear & tear of existing cartilage and aids the 
rebuilding of new cartilage. Helps both back and joint pain, prevents fractures and 
stimulates collagen production. Helps the function of the intervertebral discs and 
prevents degeneration. There are two main forms of glucosamine: Sulphate and 
Hydrochloride. Both are estimated to have a 98% absorption rate. The sulphate 
form is a salt base which can increase blood pressure. Therefore the hydrochloride 
form is best for those with high blood pressure. Like many nutrients it is stored in 
the liver so a healthy liver is also important.
CHONDROITIN: It is an important constituent of cartilage for joint rebuilding; 
therefore providing the required material to maximize the body’s healing potential. 
Also strengthens bones.
MSM: Is a natural analgesic meaning it takes away pain. It contains sulphates so is 
to be used with caution for those who have high blood pressure. Also helps with the 

rebuilding of connective tissue to aid in the long-term repair.
GINGER, TUMERIC, and BOSWELLIA: Are all natural anti-
inflammatories and can be added to the diet as well as taken in 
supplement form for a therapeutic dosage. 
FISH OIL: Is high in both DHA (essential for brain function) and 
EPA (a natural anti-inflammatory). In order to have a therapeutic 
dosage of EPA from fish oil it is necessary to consume between 6-8 
regular capsules per day. 
KRILL OIL: More concentrated in its EPA level and therefore only 
one capsule is needed to provide an adequate dose that is effective as 
an anti-inflammatory

CELERY: Aids gout by helping to rid the body from excessive uric acid build up. 
Once these acids remain in the joints and in our tissues for extended periods of time 
it starts to affect the healthy tissue, leading to breakdown. 

Alkalising the body is important to reduce the amount of acid sitting in the joints. 
Do this by consuming lots of greens because they are high in chlorophyll which is 
incredibly alkalising. You can also use 5ml ( 1 x teaspoon) of freshly squeezed lemon 
into a warm glass of water and drink half hour before breakfast. Many disease states 
cannot survive in an alkalised environment. 

If you don’t use it, you lose it! So don’t let pain stop you getting out there and 
living life to the fullest. Whilst degeneration is part of getting older, there are 
certainly things we can do to improve those aches and pains. It’s possible to find one 
product with the combination of ingredients that suits your needs. You are not alone 
and many have had great success. Feel better and bounce out of bed with the right 
support for your body. 

 – Kim Stedman
    Kuranda Health & Healing

Kuranda District Chamber of Commerce
It is almost one year since we re-established the Kuranda District Chamber of 
Commerce and you are therefore due for your $80 membership renewal. This year 
you also have the added option of not only renewing your Chamber membership 
but becoming a member of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland 
(CCIQ) who can, at a very reasonable annual membership fee, offer many additional 
benefits to the small business community of Kuranda.

Current members will be contacted directly by CCIQ for chamber membership 
renewal and the option of joining CCIQ as well. It is CCIQ who have developed our 
new website thereby giving you greater access to assistance in a variety of areas so 
that you, as small business operators, become more innovative in the future.
The September general meeting details are as follows. 

 DATE:  Wednesday 4 September
 VENUE: The Barron Falls Hotel
 TIME:  4.30pm

The Executive Committee also advises that the AGM for 2013 will be held on 
Wednesday 2 October 2013 at the Kuranda Hotel.

All Executive positions for President, Vice President, Treasurer and Secretary 
are up for nomination. Nomination forms can be obtained by phoning Mike on 4093 
9304 and must be mailed to:
  The Secretary
  KDCC
  PO Box 499 Kuranda
to arrive no later than COB on Wednesday 18th September 2013. 

The nominations received will then, as per the constitution, be displayed at the 
Kuranda Hotel until the AGM meeting. 

     – Mike Took
         Treasurer/Secretary



KMC – QUALITY AND INNOVATION

KURANDA MEDICAL CENTRE
cnr Barang and Thongon Streets

Ph: 4093 7118
“Professional Care in Your Community”

Dr Dave Cuming dermatology, paediatrics & minor surgery
Dr Julia Watters nutrition, women’s health, paediatrics & minor surgery
Dr Helen Pedgrift general practitioner
Dr Aileen Traves  general practitioner, indigenous health
Dr Alex Lapenga  ACRRM registrar
Dr Deepa Gadhvi  general practitioner
Dr Chanelle Plumb                                           medical registrar
Extra Services:  Podiatrist, Dietician, Psychologist, Diabetic Educator, 

Nurse, Asthma Care, Indigenous Health and more…

Monday – Friday • 8.30am to 5.00pm
Kowrowa Clinics every other Wednesday am/pm

Your Guide to Indigenous Health 
at Kuranda Medical Centre

“Stay well with a Health Check”
Keep healthy and strong with a Health Check.  Health Checks are 
for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, adults and the 

elderly.
Kuranda Medical has an experienced Indigenous health worker, 

and Practice Nurses who you can yarn to.  They can help in lots of 
ways to improve your health. These checks are free to you.

Also, if you don’t have a Medicare card, come in and see us. We can 
organise one for you.

Please feel free to come in and book an appointment with me.

See you at the Centre soon, Gina Coleman
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Holiday Pet Feeding Service
Are you going away and the 
boarding kennels are full?

Would your pets be happier 
in their own home?

Let me take care of your animals, plants, mail and 
put the bin out, perhaps you just want your

gardens watered instead.
Then let me help.

Mature local woman with references & police clearance certificate.
Servicing Kuranda, Myola, Kowrowa, Speewah and Koah areas.

Phone 0407 242 190
(A.B.N. 384 113 26948)

Vicki’s 
Alterations 

and 
New Creations
Over 30 years’ experience

No Project too big 
or too small.

Reasonable
rates.

Phone
0400 791 345  or  4093 8976

Healthy Kuranda-iteThe

Why Yoga for Kids? 
Yoga is exercise for your mind, body and breath. Today our children are growing up 
in a fast world. Busy parents, video games, social media, school pressures. We don’t 
always realise the stress our kids are absorbing and that stress is usually the start of 
health issues and bad attitudes. 

When children are taught techniques to counter balance stress they can navigate 
life’s challenges more easily. Introduced at an early age, yoga can provide important 
skills that will be used throughout life. 

Learning postures (asana) helps kids gain strength, balance, flexibility, confidence, 
co-ordination and team work. 

Learning breath-work (pranayama) provides skills for calming the mind, focus, 
concentration and self awareness. 

Yoga brings that inner light that all children have back to the surface. 
Practising yoga will assist in other activities, during school, sport and daily 

situations. Yoga has been shown to improve school work and classroom behaviour. 
This is a result of calming the mind and increasing concentration. Lessons from 
the yoga-room can be carried into the classroom just as lessons from the classroom 
can be integrated into yoga. Learning about the yogic breath for instance can be 
explained using information from subjects taught at school, an example being, health 
and physical education lessons about the lungs or art class using breath through 
straws to paint. Yoga can support and compliment all areas of learning and student 
behaviour. 

Many yoga poses imitate movements and sounds of nature, this gives kids the 
chance to imagine taking on those qualities. When practising lion pose (Simhasana), 
for example, they not only experience the power and strength of the lion, but also 
discover their own strength, things like when to be assertive and when to retreat. The 
physical movements introduce kids to yoga’s true meaning: union, expression and 
respect. Union of the mind, body and breath. 

  – www.facebook.com/TheLittleYogiSchool 

Lion Pose 
Sit on heels. Place hands on knees with fingers spread out like lion paws. Arms and 
back straight. Inhale a full breath. Stick out your tongue curling the tip towards 
the chin. Look up with just the eyes, breathing out through your mouth with a 
“Ha” sound. Just like a lion does when it roars or yawns. Kids (and cats) love this 
pose. 

TROPICS

PHONE WES 0448 594 874
FOR A FREE QUOTE

LAWNMOWING SERVICE
Offering highest quality service

at very competitive prices

Servicing:
KURANDA • SPEEWAH • KOAH • MAREEBA

Quick Health Tip:

Eat more Garlic!
Used by virtually all known 
civilisations including Ancient 
India, Egypt, China and Japan, 
garlic has a wealth of medicinal 
benefits. Originally from 
Central Asia, it is now cultivated 
worldwide and can be grown in 
Kuranda if planted after the Wet. 

Known as Russian antibiotic, 
garlic has been used to treat all 
types of diseases from typhoid to 
tuberculosis, coughs and colds to 
gut parasites. It was even used to dress wounds in the First World War.

More than 1000 scientific papers have been published on the medicinal effects 
of garlic. They show that as well as having antibiotic activity, it helps prevent 
heart disease and stroke by keeping the blood thin and by lowering cholesterol 
levels and blood pressure, and that it can also help lower raised blood sugar in 
late-onset diabetes.

So it’s well worth the strong smelling breath (which can anyway be freshened 
by chewing dill seeds or munching on parsley leaves.)

    – Sarah Isaacs Naturopath
       Kuranda Health & Healing on Saturdays

Ponderisms
•  I used to eat a lot of natural foods until I learned that most people die of 

natural causes
•  Life is sexually transmitted
•  Healthy is merely the slowest possible rate at which one can die
•  The only difference between a rut and a grave is the depth
•  Health nuts are going to feel stupid someday, lying in hospitals dying of 

nothing
•  Have you noticed since everyone has a camera on their mobile phone these 

days no one talks about seeing UFOs like they used to?
•  Whenever I feel blue, I start breathing again
•  All of us could take a lesson from the weather. It pays no attention to criticism.
•  In the 60s, people took acid to make the world weird. Now the world is weird 

and people take Prozac to make it normal.
•  How is it one careless match can start a bush fire, but it takes a whole box to 

start a campfire ?
•  Who was the first person to look at a cow and say, ‘I think I’ll squeeze these 

dangly things and drink whatever comes out’? Hmmmmm, How about eggs? 
•  Why does your gynaecologist leave the room when you get undressed if they 

are going to look up there anyway ?
•  Do illiterate people get the full effect of Alphabet Soup? 
•  Why doesn’t glue stick to the inside of the bottle ?



The production of our
local, independent

KURANDA
PAPER

is only made possible by
the revenue received
from our advertisers.

Please support 
our advertisers.

20 Coondoo Street, Kuranda • 4093 9026 
www.artskuranda.asn.net.au

Custom Framing of Prints, Original Art 
Works, Certificates, Photos and more

FRIENDLY, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
FREE DELIVERY TO LOCAL AREA

12 River Street, Kowrowa
Call Jeb 4093 9681 or 0422 638 122

littlegaia@aapt.net.au
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Barron River
Picture Framing

Arts Co-op September-November Exhibition at 
KICK ARTS 
Sentinels 16.450.30 S 145.38.19 E
An exhibition of site-specific work from ten Arts Co-op artists 
emphasises their one-to-one relationship with nature. The location 
(16.450.30 S 145.38.19 E) is the immediate area of the Big Penda trees 
in the Barron Falls National Park. Each artist's work is the result of 
thoughtful observation and the resulting exhibition is a profound 
meditation on the site. Artists include: Mollie Bosworth, Susan Doherty, 
Terry Eager, Margaret Genever, Henri Hunsinger, Laurel McKenzie, 
Tijn Meulendiks, Shane Morris, Toni Rogers, and Sasi Victoire.

This exhibition will be shown from 26th September to 2nd 
November 2013, Kick Arts, Lake Street, Cairns. Opening hours: 
Monday to Saturday 10am to 5pm.  

The exhibition will be opened on Friday, 27th September by the 
Curator, Jill Chism.

Under a Regional Partnership RADF funded program, the 
exhibition will be shown in the Tableland Regional Gallery, Atherton, 
during January and February 2014.

International Conference Attendance
Co-op members Laurel McKenzie and Margaret Genever are off 
to Scotland at the end of the month to attend the eighth Impact 
international conference being hosted this time at the Duncan of 
Jordanstone College of Art & Design at the University of Dundee, 
Scotland. It is a truly international event with printmakers from every 
continent (including other parts of Australia) presenting peer-reviewed 
papers, exhibitions, folio presentations and demonstrations. Our 
printmakers are also looking forward to cultivating relationships with 
artists from Scotland and around the world with a view to arranging 
artists’ residencies as well as print exchanges. 

Susan Doherty Shane Morris

Sasi Victoire Toni Rogers
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In January 2006 as a 
43-year-old, I was backpacking 
in Queensland with my wife 
Sharon when a day trip to 
Kuranda finished with an 
unplanned chance visit to 
BatReach – this changed the 
course of our lives.  The flying-
foxes got to me and I am now on 
my fifth stint as a volunteer, this 
time with a shorter journey from 
Wellington, New Zealand compared to the original trips from the UK. The suggestion 
and subsequent decision to move to NZ was made during my third volunteer visit on 
Pam’s veranda at BatReach.    

I recall, back in my early 30s, sitting in my garden back in the UK watching with 
fascination a fairly big snail climb up the thorn covered stem of a blackberry bush, 
its progress was slow and deliberate. Blackberry thorns are painful enough to us and 
my stomach was knotted as I imagined what the snail must have been enduring.  
However when it comes to it, snails are perfectly adapted for their environment and 
lifestyle and whilst the gardener in me wanted to pick it up and throw it into the 
weedy garden next door, I left that particular one to make its slow progress towards 
whatever goal it had – that level of commitment deserved some reward.

Everywhere we look in nature there are examples of how animals and plants are 
adapted to their environment and this stuff fascinates me. To my mind the flying- 
foxes and microbats are some of the most superbly adapted animals on the planet. 
I love learning about them and one of the most satisfying elements of my BatReach 
time is sharing what I have learned about them with the public when giving the 
presentations. In just 10 to 20 minutes the guests I present to seem to get a huge 
amount of both pleasure and understanding, many totally changing their attitude 
towards these fantastic animals from fear to admiration. With the help of Tilly and 
Xena, our very special Spectacled and Black Flying-foxes, I just hope we can help 
both Queenslanders and the visitors appreciate some of the fantastic wildlife here 
and help raise some funds for their care and rehabilitation in the process.

Pam and the other wildlife carer friends I have made through BatReach are very 
special to me and an inspiration.

       Jim Stark

Jim with Xena and Tilly
PHOTO BY HELEN

Jim with Xena and Tilly
PHOTO BY HELEN DOUGLAS
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Barry Hodson
FCPA

Certified Practising
Accountant
PO Box 139 Kuranda

Queensland 4881

Tel/Fax: (07) 4093 9770
Mobile: 0418 314 532

Email: bhodsonfcpa@internode.on.net

B & C DONNNACHIE
CONCRETING CONTRACTORS

LIC. NO.: 050953 • QBSA Act 1991

Domestic & Commercial
TABLELANDS • CAIRNS

0408 187 995
Ph/Fax: 4093 9528

6 Butler Drive,
Kuranda

  

  
   

 

Hidden Words
B O O K S H O P

NOW
OPEN

Books for the thoughtful reader
Bottom of Therwine Street, Kuranda

The Bookshop is selling new and used books on:
HISTORY • BIOGRAPHY • SCIENCE • PSYCHOLOGY • POLITICS • RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY • PHILOSOPHY

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS • HUMAN RIGHTS AND JUSTICE • ARTS & CRAFTS • ANCIENT & MODERN CLASSICS
• NORTH QUEENSLAND AUTHORS • SELF-HELP • GIFT BOOKS

All welcome any weekday, from 10.00am to 4.00pm • May be open at other times or on weekends
PO Box 1010 Kuranda Qld 4881 • Tel: 4093 7120

nicholsonmandalay@msn.com • http://grahamsbahaiblog.blogspot.com

The children and parents of class one at the Candlenut Steiner School 
would like to thank the lovely Cullen family of Clifton Beach for donating a cubby 
house to the class one’s playground. When the children returned from  school 
holidays they found to their surprise a beautiful new cubby had appeared in their 
garden. Their faces lit up and within minutes the slide had been tested, the balcony 
was overflowing with children and the excited babble of joy was just beautiful. The 
children and parents of class one would like to thank the Cullen family for their very 
generous gift and would like Thomas, Julian and Elizabeth to know their cubby is 
well loved and will be bringing much joy to children for years to come.

A Gift Of Joy Council gives building to 
Kuranda Men’s Shed
The Kuranda Men’s Shed organisation has been given 
a building by Tablelands Regional Council.

“The Council has taken on board a recommendation from the Kuranda 
Community Advisory Committee, and approved a demountable building presently 
located on the Kuranda Community Precinct for their use,” Mayor Rosa Lee Long 
said.

“The decision was made at a recent meeting of Council that the Kuranda 
Men’s Shed organization has until 31 December to remove the building, at no 
cost to Council, to an alternative site. We have also required a Memorandum of 
Understanding that will cover issues like Workplace Health and Safety, building 
and plumbing compliance and other matters.”

Councillor Lee Long said the Men’s Shed organisation did very valuable work 
and had proved to be a boon in those communities across the Tablelands, where it 
had been established.

“I hope this helps the Kuranda group to achieve its goals,” she said.
Divisional Councillor Jenny Jensen said she was very pleased that Council 

could provide this opportunity to the Kuranda Men’s Shed group. 
“The offer of the building will assist the group as they work to find a suitable 

location for the building on offer for removal,” Cr Jensen said.
“I congratulate the Advisory Committee for the Kuranda Community Precinct 

on their efforts. The KCP Advisory Committee is progressing very well with 
the development of the Community Precinct and will hold further community 
consultation on 7 August.” 
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Mobil
Koah Roadhouse

4093 7887

Crumbed Fish
Battered Fish

Grilled Fish
Family Hunger Busta

Chicken Gravy Roll
Hamburger

Bacon & Egg Burger
Bacon & Egg Roll
Hamburger Lot

Fish Burger
Fish Burger Lot

Steak Burger
Steak Burger Lot

Whole Large Chicken

IN STORE MONTHLY SPECIALS

Last Order Taken At 7.30pm

Green Warriors

A queen Green Tree Ant guarding her new brood.

Green Tree Ants (Oecophylla smaragdina) will be familiar to anyone who resides in, 
or has travelled into, the northern parts of Australia. They are one of the most visible and 

dominant species of ants in many areas of the north. As long as there are suitable trees to nest 
within they are also quite at home in disturbed areas and have taken much of our environmental 
modification in their stride. They are relatively aggressive and do not hesitate to swarm over a 
perceived threat to their nests, biting fiercely as they do. To add to the pain, they squirt acid from 
their abdomen into the bite site to ensure the intruder knows who is boss. Many an innocent 
tourist has been covered with these ants just by brushing a bush as they walk by, and instantly 
begun to perform the hopping and slapping ‘Green Ant Dance’, which is a sight to see. 

These ants construct their homes in the trees using a remarkable method of insect engineering. 
They create nesting chambers from leaves which are pulled together through the cooperation of 
many worker ants. Once they have the leaves in position, another wave of workers appear with 
young grub-like larvae in their jaws. The ant larvae produce silk and are used by the worker 
ants as tools to bind the leaves together. The workers carrying larvae move to and fro, binding 
the seams of the leaf nest with precision, whilst the other workers patiently hold the leaves in 
place. The entire construction may take several hours to complete. Although the colonies have 
a single queen, they may ultimately expand to have many nest sites throughout a single tree, 
or even adjacent trees, which the ants travel between. These super colonies can contain tens of 
thousands of ants, and the various nest sites will have different functions. Some may store larvae 
and pupae of different ages, others will simply house workers, and of course one will house the 
queen and will be fiercely protected. The ants tend to prefer living leaves forming their nest 
chambers. As the silken leaf clusters die off the ants will scout for a new location and repeat the 
construction process.

Nest building is not the only unique talent of these high-rise ants. They can also build bridges 
and ladders using their own bodies as the structure. If there is a particular branch they need 
to reach below them, rather than walking the long way round they can construct a dangling 
chain of ants. With hundreds holding onto one another, they bridge the gap with incredible 
cooperation. Once they reach the branch below, other ants will use the living structure to walk 
across. Of course, this is not a permanent structure, but allows effective temporary access to a 
spot otherwise difficult to get to.

These remarkable ants have also taken to an insect-form of farming. They actively protect 
and tend-to several species of caterpillars, various leaf hoppers and other sap sucking insects. 
The ants are in turn rewarded with sugary secretions produced by the farmed insects known as 
honeydew. This is a rich food source and a valuable commodity for the ants. 

Green Tree Ants constantly seek food for their colonies, which means travelling far and wide. 
If an insect is not on their ‘protected list’ it is fair game. They can overpower a wide variety 
of small animals, predominantly insects and spiders, then drag them back to their nests. They 
will also clean up the carcasses of larger vertebrate animals. On some occasions they have been 
observed dragging small dead birds and reptiles into the trees to be dismantled and fed to their 
larvae. 

Alan Henderson
Minibeast Wildlife A Green Tree Ant nest made from leaves and silk.

A worker Green Tree Ant on full alert.

Green Tree Ants capturing a beetle.

PhoToGRAPhS: AlAn hendeRSon
www.minibeastwildlife.com.au
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Aboriginal Female Elder of  the Year
Rose Richards

At the NAIDOC celebrations in Perth recently, 
Rose had the honour of being crowned, at 83 years 
of age, the Female Elder of 2013 for all Australia. 
This is an award that recognised her profound 
contribution to Aboriginal peoples in the north over 
many years, particularly for mothers and children. 
It is in turn an honour to be able to profile her in 
this edition of the Paper and to applaud the efforts 
of this esteemed Kuranda resident. She is a role 
model for her people.

Rose did not always get it easy. In fact her early 
years were extremely hard. With a Tagalaga father 
and a Yalangi stolen generation mother, she was 
brought up at the Seventh Day Adventists Mona 
Mona Mission. At only nine years of age her limited 
schooling ended and she was put to work looking 
after non-Aboriginal Mission children, milking 
cows, washing, cleaning and cooking, all without 
pay. At the age of 11 years she was removed from 
the care of her parents and placed in dormitory 
accommodation at the Mission. She was banned 
from seeing her parents during the week and 
could not talk to boys. She was not free to leave. 
Her workload was increased to include gardening. 
Caning was a frequent punishment, and this 
continued until she was big enough to assert herself 
against it. 

When she was old enough she left the Mission at the age of 21. She grew up with 
and married her first husband Lionel Levers. They had two girls and one boy. She 
and her husband separated when the youngest was three years old, so she had to 
support herself. She began working as a cook at many places, including at the two 
Kuranda hotels and at Redlynch “The Red Beret”. She also cooked for a while on a 
pastoral station and at a miners’ camp near Cooktown. She and Ron, her present 
husband, who had also grown up on Mona Mona Mission and had come home 
there after being away for many years, married in the Registry Office. 

She found work as an Aboriginal Liaison Officer at Cairns Base Hospital in the 
early 1970s – quite possible the first such Indigenous person in the hospital system. 
While there, she saw the need for a place to provide safe care and sustenance for 
mothers and their babies once they left hospital. This became her passion. She 
started using her own resources and those offered by a few friends, finding a house 
in McLeod Street to use. But they were soon kicked out. The same thing happened 
at a house near the Catholic Church and then at a house at the Warrama Farm, Reid 
Road, Trinity Park. However the experience showed that there was a desperate 
need, and soon there was so much demand that there was overcrowding. Another 
house was found in Balaclava Road, but objections to its use saw the matter go 

to court. Fortunately the objector relented when 
he found out Rose was involved, and the project 
gathered strength. Rose was closely involved in the 
establishment, administration, funding and in the 
actual work of caring for mothers and babies. 

She had wonderful support from her older sister 
Esme Hudson. For a while it was the two of them 
battling for the welfare of the young mums and 
their babies. Both would lay their money on the 
table – this would provide food and fuel to get the 
women to their appointments. Then a good friend 
Bonnie Simpson entered the scene and provided the 
additional support and money that was required.

The result is that she is very well known 
throughout the wider community serviced by Cairns 
Base. The Centre she established became known as 
Mookai Rosie bi Bayan, or “Aunty Rosie’s Place”, 
a testament to her monumental work from very 
humble beginnings. It now operates from premises 
at Edmonton and has government support. It has 
been operating successfully for 30 years and is 
known as a national leader in indigenous child and 
maternal health.

Rose was also involved in the setting up of the 
Wuchoppern Medical Service in Cairns, and the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Medical 
Service. She also played a role in the establishment 

of several other organisations in Cairns at the same time.
During this time Rose was still working at the Cairns Base Hospital until her 

retirement in the late 80s. She still goes down to the Centre from time to time but 
is no longer actively involved. She now spends most of her time at Lower Kowrowa 
with family, although she did go to Japan for a visit this year with her son. She 
has 10 grandchildren and 23 great grandchildren, and has family in many places 
around Australia. She continues as a member of the Seventh Day Adventist Church.

Rose was presented with a plaque at the national NAIDOC Ball and Awards 
ceremony in the Perth Convention Centre. The plaque is proudly displayed in the 
photo. She is a very humble person, quietly spoken, welcoming, compassionate, 
remarkably forgiving and free of prejudice considering her treatment in earlier life. 
She has, through her sustained community work, brought honour to the Kuranda 
and districts community, Indigenous and otherwise, and we are pleased to profile 
her this month.

Graham Nicholson
Hidden Words Bookshop
Therwine Street, Kuranda
Tel 4093 7120
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Candlenut Steiner School has 
been a part of the Kuranda community 
since 2008. The school provides an 
education to 117 children who live in 
Kuranda, Speewah and Koah, and 
employs a total of 20 members of our 
local community. The contribution of our 
parent community to local businesses is 
difficult to establish accurately, but it is 
certainly significant. 

As a Steiner school, Candlenut 
follows the Australian Steiner 
Curriculum Framework, a curriculum 
fully accredited by ACARA (Australian 
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting 
Authority), and used by over 40 schools 
in Australia, as well as more than 1000 
schools worldwide. Steiner schools take 
their name from Rudolf Steiner, whose 
educational indications helped found the 
first school of its kind, which served the 
children of factory workers in Stuttgart.

Dr Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925) was 
an Austrian philosopher, whose insights prompted a large number of practical 
initiatives, including agriculture, education, curative education and medicine. He 
wrote prolifically, lectured on a wide variety of topics, and was passionate about 
finding answers to the political, economic and social dilemmas that plagued Europe 
in the first few decades of the previous century. Steiner was ahead of his time in his 
support for and interest in the rights of women and his denouncement of the evils 
of fascism and racism.

Steiner's views and opinions as expressed in some 40 volumes of written work 
and almost 300 volumes of lecture transcripts have sparked controversy from the 
outset. In his lifetime, his efforts at social reform were opposed by both the extreme 
right and the extreme left, and he was even, without any factual basis, denounced 
by Hitler as an agent of Jewish conspiracy, specifically in an article that appeared 
in the March 15, 1921 edition of the National Socialist newspaper, the Völkische 
Beobachter.

It is true that some of Steiner’s early written work uses terminology shared by 

the Theosophists of the time, who drew 
much of their inspiration from the work 
of Helena Blavatsky. However, Steiner 
became increasingly dissatisfied with 
the ideas espoused by the Theosophists, 
particularly those concerning the 
questions of race and culture. He began to 
distance himself from the movement, and 
publicly rejected their stance on race in a 
lecture delivered in 1909.

Steiner specifically envisaged the 
schools that followed his educational 
indications to be free from religious 
doctrine or political ideology. Since the 
first school of its kind opened in Germany 
in 1919, Steiner schools have been actively 
breaking down barriers between people 
and uniting communities all over the 
world. Just a few examples are the Steiner 
schools in South Africa that broke the law 
during the Apartheid era to enrol children 
from all cultural backgrounds, the school 
teaching Native American children their 

own language and culture on the Oglala Lakota Reservation in South Dakota, or the 
school that provides an education for the children of both Jewish and Arab families 
in Israel. 

At Candlenut, we have nearly tripled the number of children that attend our 
school in the time we have been located in Kuranda, and now have nearly 200 
students between the ages of 4 and 16. We like to think that our continued growth 
and success reflects both the passion, skill and dedication of our teachers and the 
support of our local community for the educational approach we provide.

We are always excited to share what we do, and welcome visitors to our school. 
Candlenut hosts a market every Thursday afternoon where the Real Food Network 
sells organic locally grown produce, surrounded by a range of other stalls. Please 
feel free to contact our office to arrange a tour of our school, come to our market, or 
diarise the date of our upcoming Rainbow Fair on Saturday 14 September, an event 
that celebrates our community and showcases the exceptional work of our students. 
We look forward to seeing you there.
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Inside My Studio
Interview and Photographs by Toni Rogers

The term naïve art is often seen to be without a formal (or little) training 
or degree. While this was true before the twentieth century, there are now 
academies for naïve art. It is now a fully recognised art genre, represented 
in art galleries worldwide. Local Kuranda artist, Dany Harris, is very 
comfortable in this genre. Her paintings leap out at you, so full of colour 
and imagination.

She has no awkward relationship to the formal qualities of painting. 
Dany holds no respect of the three rules of the perspective (such as defined 
by the Progressive Painters of the Renaissance): (1) decrease of the size of 
objects proportionally with distance, (2) muting of colours with distance, 
and (3) decrease of the precision of details with distance. Dany’s results 
speak for themselves and are seen in the effects of her strong use of 
pattern, unrefined colour on all the plans of the composition.

Where is your current studio?
I am currently in process of moving so I am very inconvenienced by 
packing and unpacking my easels and work. I am hoping to put my foot 
on a permanent studio space again, very soon, where I can go to, work and 
just close up at the end of the day and return the next day and continue 
painting. Money is also an issue for me at the moment. It always is when 
you are moving.

Do you work alone or with others?
Mainly alone but I love working with others. I love the critique of other artists and 
the ideas that bounce off one another. I am always asking questions and I am so 
eager to learn and to share.

What are the essential features your studio has to have?
I need good light as my eyes are bad. I also need plenty of space as I like working 
on five paintings at once. I hate waste and while I have red paint on my palette and 
brush, I like to use it all up, so I jump from one painting to another until the palette 
is clean. I need fresh air and a good selection of paints, pens, brushes and charcoal. 
Although I concentrate on my very colourful paintings, it is my charcoal drawings 
that are the first to sell.

Describe your work pattern – hours/days/weeks. 
I am very disciplined in my approach to my work. I paint for at least six hours a day 
– solid. Once I start I don’t want to stop. I paint night and day. Night time is more 
peaceful. I would spend two days a week sketching and on the preparation of my 
canvases.

Describe the works you do in your studio.
Firstly I prepare my canvases and put them out to dry. 
I don’t plan a colour scheme, like ‘Topsy’ they just grow 
as I get immersed in the design. I have no real concept 
or process, the design and colour adaptation just comes 
from my heart. You could say that I am on a journey and 
each painting is part of that journey for me. I would love 
to be a serious portrait painter but I am so comfortable 
in my current space I get afraid to move out of it. Like 
most artists I harbour self doubts.

Why is painting your chosen medium?
I love colour and live for it. I attended TAFE for a year 
and learnt some formal techniques. They have stood 
me in good stead as I have continued on my own design 
path. I love paint, textures and colours. I love what 
you can do with it. When it comes to colour, my whole 
life revolves around it. I cannot live without it. [At this 
stage, Dany produced a multitude of artist’s books 
and rolled paper. The wonderfully bright mosaics of 
colours jumped out. These were many examples of her 
preparation. Each was a stand alone artwork.]

List the things you listen to while working.
Mellow music, perhaps Ben Harper, funky music and I 
am very fond of reggae. It really depends on what mood 
I am in and whether I am getting lost in my painting. 
Sometimes I just prefer the quietness.

Your favourite tool?
I would truthfully have to say my paint brushes, and I 
have quite a few. I sell a painting and I buy more brushes 
and supplies. I do have a favourite easel that holds two 
canvases at once. I can put some bright red paint on one 
and then on the other. That is certainly a favourite.

How do you identify your work? 
I don’t sign my work until it is sold. Then I turn the 
painting over and write ‘Dany’ and the year. Sometimes 
I add some personal words for the purchaser. It’s what 
I have always done.

How do you sell your work?
I had a market stall in Kuranda for a couple of months 
and I sold a lot of paintings. I have also had much 
success on the Esplanades at Palm Cove and Cairns. I 

have been a bit ‘itinerant’, but it has certainly worked for me.
I am preparing new work for the exhibition I am sharing with Janice Stark, a 

local contemporary quilt maker, in November. I am hoping that we both achieve 
sales during that exhibition period. Word of mouth is good for my sales too.

Do you have any other paid or unpaid jobs? 
I receive a Disability Pension so I can only do odd jobs. Other than that I just 
concentrate on my paintings.

If you could change one thing about your studio what would that be?
I would have a permanent studio space. Shelves and cupboards would be a luxury.

If you were not working with visual art what would you be doing?
I have always wanted to be a singer and play a guitar. I dream about it, but 
unfortunately it is only a dream. I have mucked around with pottery over the years 
and would like to venture out into sculpture, useable art from old funky furniture, 
turning old furniture pieces into the most colourful art pieces.

The Kuranda Aquatic Centre Will Re-open For 2013 On
TUESDAY 3 SEPTEMBER

(Normal hours apply)

The new season marks a change in operators.
Gary and Linda Davis have been on deck for the past five years and have been part of the 

massive task of delivering on the community's hopes for the Kuranda Aquatic Centre.
Among the biggest advances the couple has seen, has been the improvement in swimming 

ability of school children.
"They used to have three swimming lessons a year, and now they have a pool right next 

door," Linda said.
Another community group to take advantage of the facility have been the elderly, with 

remedial, fitness and leisure activities all undertaken.
New operators will be June and Sydney Cotter, who will be introducing their own plans 

for further enhancing the value of the Kuranda Aquatic Centre for the Kuranda and District 
Community.

The Cotters have been operating pools for 20 years, and have been lessees at Mareeba 
Swimming Pool for the past 5½ years. They also operate the Learn-To-Swim and Coaching 
activities at Dimbulah Swimming Pool.

"All our staff are appropriately qualified for all activities in the pool environment," June 
Cotter said.

Divisional Councillor Jenny Jensen said: “Thank you to the lessees Gary and Linda Davis 
who have provided an excellent service to the Kuranda District Community and I wish them 
well in their new endeavours”.  

Anyone interested in booking swimming lessons can call either 
0407 672 126 or 4092 1691, or go online at 
www.cottersaquaticsswimandfitness.com

Get Ready to Dive Back In
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Koah Automotive
•  LPG installation & repairs
•  Log book servicing
•  EFI diagnostics and servicing
•  General mechanical repairs
•  Airconditioning repairs and servicing
•  Safety Certif icates on cars, trucks and 

trailers
•  We are an Agent for RACQ CTP Insurance 

for unregistered vehicles

Phone 4093 7993 
Lot 2 Koah Road, Koah Qld 4881 

Fax 4093 7993

Operated by  
Koah Automotive

You can now pay your RACQ Insurance and 
Road Service renewal at our of f ice.

Our Historic Past Peter Ryle

September 7 marks the 50th anniversary of the present 
Barron Falls hydro plant. On this date in 1963 Queensland 
Premier Frank Nicklin officially connected two 30,000 kW 
turbo alternators to the North Queensland power grid. This 
facility replaced the original hydro plant installed in the 
1930s.

The original plant had two generators each producing 
1,200 kW, and went on line in 1935. The first hydro plant 
was housed in a building on a ledge in the walls of the gorge, 
but the plant opened in 1963 was constructed in a “cavern” 
excavated into the rock wall.

The chamber housing the generators was 138 feet long 
by 32 feet wide by 65 feet high. To provide greater water 
pressure for the new alternators the weir above the falls was 
raised another 13 feet and the alternators placed further 
down the gorge. This gave a fall of 940 feet, compared with 
415 feet for the original plant.

In 1924 the Cairns Hydro-Electric Power Investigation 
Board was set up under the Water Board Act to investigate 
the feasibility of establishing a hydro electric scheme at the 
Barron Falls.

Board members were Mr. Disney-Smith (Chairman), F.C. 
Hodel, A.J. Draper, S.H. Warner and J.J. McDonald. Mr. 
Corin was appointed to produce a report, and was assisted by 
C.N. Boult, the Harbour Board engineer, and George Currie, 
a surveyor. The Kuranda stationmaster, Bert Wickham, 

conducted the men into the gorge on a track near John 
Robb’s monument.

Although the report was encouraging the project the 
State Government was reluctant to support the project. The 
Government owned the Mount mulligan coal mine and would 
encourage only power generators that used coal. Another 
report in 1925 by Goving Brothers and Armstrong Whitworth 
P/L recommended the hydro scheme, but the Government 
remained opposed. A coal-fired plant was commissioned in 
Cairns in 1925.

The proponents of hydro power continued to press for the 
Barron Falls scheme. A further two reports were presented in 
1928 and 1929, and the last report led to the formation of the 
Barron Falls hydro-Electricity Board. The Board consisted of 
representatives of the Cairns City Council, the Cairns Shire 
Council (later Mulgrave Shire Council), and Woothakata 
Shire Council (later Mareeba Shire Council). Board members 
were W.A. Collins (chairman), R.T. McManus, F.C. Hodel, 
J.C. Birch, V.H. Jensen, W.H. Murchison, J. Mann, W.W. 
Chapman and W.M. Simmonds.

Tenders were called in 1931 and in July 1932 work 
commenced on construction of the first hydro-electric 
scheme. The station went on line in December 1935. 
Originally the scheme covered the area from Kuranda to 
Gordonvale, but this area was gradually extended to cover 
the Atherton Tablelands and areas south of Gordonvale.  

Happy Anniversary:
Barron Falls Hydro-Electric Power Station
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TOP
OF THE 
RANGE

ROOFING
 All aspects of roofing and

wall cladding
 New Roof and Re-Roof

 Roof Repairs
 Gutters and Downpipes

NO JOB TOO SMALL
LOCAL AND RELIABLE

QBSA 732967

Call CRAIG
4093 8110 • 0409 652 992

Living in KurandaKuranda
Boredom – An Inner Cry for Change

Yes, it’s School Holiday time again and guaranteed – you’ll 
hear the groans “I’m Bored!!”  

Boredom is not caused by a lack of things to do as much 
as unwillingness to do anything. Sure it’s okay now and then 
to feel lazy and bored or you just don’t like what you are 
doing at the moment, but consider this; Your thoughts of I’m 
bored is actually an inner cry for change and shows where 
we are stuck. 

Teens may be bored trying to cope with their whole new 
world after years of parental or educational ‘management 
and training’. Small children can easily be distracted with 
lots of new activities to keep them stimulated until bedtime 
or dinner time.

For anyone else, almost ready to succumb to structured 
organisations or passive entertainment by technology or 
peer/age related norms, boredom is perfect for learning self 
soothing techniques. 

It’s a self created challenge to dismiss our dull thinking, 
to create new ideas or methods, and makes us responsible for 
our own happiness. If we don’t, it could lead to loneliness, emptiness, helplessness, 
inadequacy, sadness, despair, depression, or more extreme mental or emotional 
pain. 

So where do I start, what do I do, and how etc? If you don’t find any suitable lists 
of the usual activities via google, try this. Make a “LUCKY DIP Suggestion Box” of 
activities, connected with these different ‘intelligences”, choose one, and just do it!!! 
Nine types of intelligence by Howard Gardner
1. Nature smart – the naturalist Intelligence 
Designates the human ability to discriminate among living things (plants, animals) as 
well as sensitivity to other features of the natural world (clouds, rock configurations). 
This ability was clearly of value in our evolutionary past as hunters, gatherers, 
and farmers; it continues to be central in such roles as botanist or chef. It is also 
speculated that much of our consumer society exploits the naturalist intelligences, 
which can be mobilized in the discrimination among many consumer products. 
2. Musical Smart 
Musical intelligence is the capacity to discern pitch, rhythm, timbre, and tone. 
This intelligence enables us to recognize, create, reproduce, and reflect on music, 
as demonstrated by composers, conductors, musicians, vocalist, and sensitive 
listeners. Interestingly, there is often an affective connection between music and 
the emotions; and mathematical and musical intelligences may share common 
thinking processes. Young adults with this kind of intelligence are usually singing or 
drumming to themselves. They are usually quite aware of sounds others may miss.
3. Logical-Mathematical Intelligence (Number/Reasoning Smart)
Logical-mathematical intelligence is the ability to calculate, quantify, consider 
propositions and hypotheses, and carry out complete mathematical operations. It 
enables us to perceive relationships and connections and to use abstract, symbolic 
thought, sequential reasoning skills and inductive and deductive thinking patterns. 
Logical intelligence is usually well developed in mathematicians, scientists, and 
detectives. Young adults with lots of logical intelligence are interested in patterns, 

categories, and relationships. They are drawn to arithmetic 
problems, strategy games and experiments.
4. Existential Intelligence
Sensitivity and capacity to tackle deep questions about 
human existence, such as the meaning of life, why do we die, 
and how did we get here. 
5. Interpersonal Intelligence (“People Smart”)
Interpersonal intelligence is the ability to understand 
and interact effectively with others. It involves effective 
verbal and nonverbal communication, the ability to note 
distinctions among others, sensitivity to the moods and 
temperaments of others, and the ability to entertain 
multiple perspectives. Teachers, social workers, actors, 
and politicians all exhibit interpersonal intelligence. Young 
adults with this kind of intelligence are leaders among their 
peers, are good at communicating, and seem to understand 
others’ feelings and motives.
6. Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence (“Body Smart”)
Bodily kinesthetic intelligence is the capacity to manipulate 

objects and use a variety of physical skills. This intelligence also involves a sense 
of timing and the perfection of skills through mind–body union. Sports athletes, 
dancers, surgeons, and craftspeople exhibit well-developed bodily kinesthetic 
intelligence.
7. Linguistic Intelligence (“Word Smart”)
Linguistic intelligence is the ability to think in words and to use language to express 
and appreciate complex meanings. Linguistic intelligence allows us to understand 
the order and meaning of words and to apply meta-linguistic skills to reflect on our 
use of language. Linguistic intelligence is the most widely shared human competence 
and is evident in poets, novelists, journalists, and effective public speakers. Young 
adults with this kind of intelligence enjoy writing, reading, telling stories or doing 
crossword puzzles.
8. Intra-personal Intelligence (“Self Smart”)
Intra-personal intelligence is the capacity to understand oneself and one’s thoughts 
and feelings, and to use such knowledge in planning and directioning one’s life. Intra-
personal intelligence involves not only an appreciation of the self, but also of the 
human condition. It is evident in psychologists, spiritual leaders, and philosophers. 
These young adults may be shy. They are very aware of their own feelings and are 
self-motivated.
9. Spatial Intelligence (“Picture Smart”)
Spatial intelligence is the ability to think in three dimensions. Core capacities 
include mental imagery, spatial reasoning, image manipulation, graphic and artistic 
skills, and an active imagination. Sailors, pilots, sculptors, painters, and architects 
all exhibit spatial intelligence. Young adults with this kind of intelligence may be 
fascinated with mazes or jigsaw puzzles, or spend free time drawing or daydreaming.
Yes, there are benefits to letting your Children become bored – it teaches them great 
self care.

    – kuranda_cares@yahoo.com.au

antiques
FAIRIES AND JEWELS

2/225 Byrnes St, Mareeba • Ph: 4092 6030

OPEN:
Tuesday to Friday 9.00am-5.00pm

Saturday 9.00am-noon

Buying and Selling Old Wares
and collectibles
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Kuranda Constructions
& Building Services

All Carpentry, 
Residential & Commercial 

Renovations,
Extensions & Alterations,

Kitchens, Bathrooms, 
Decks & Patios,
Metal Roofing,

Maintenance & Repairs,
Insurance & Body Corporate Work

Ben: 0402 92 0135
kurandaconstruct@hotmail.com

BSA: 1146907

SERVICING ALL AREAS

JENSEN JOTTINGS
Jenny Jensen – Division 8 Councillor
TABLELANDS REGIONAL COUNCIL

jennyj@trc.qld.gov.au • Ph: 0417 002 046 • Council Office 1300 362 242
Residents are welcome to contact me in regards these or any other matters. 

Your opinions are always welcome.

De-amalgamation Update:
The De-amalgamation process continues and there is 
a massive amount of work being done to divide up all 
the services, assets, finances, contracts, staff, plant, 
records,insurances etc. etc. Fortnightly reports appear 
on the TRC website along with a list of costs being 
incurred.

These costs will be paid by the new Mareeba Shire 
Council. The Transfer Manager, Rod Ferguson, is able 
to be contacted at the TRC Office in Mareeba Ph 4043 
4930 and he has offered to attend the meetings of any 
community groups/ organisations to provide further 
information.

The Kuranda District Residents Group is holding a 
Public Meeting on Monday September 2.
Elections Update:
Elections for the new Mareeba Shire are anticipated for 
mid to late November; however (at the time of writing) 
the Minister has not yet announced the exact date. 
The advice is that voting will be in person (not postal), 
and that the first 6 candidates “first past the post” (no 
preferences) will be elected.

There will be no Divisions. The new Council will start 
on January 1st 2014 with a Mayor and 6 Councillors. I 
will not be a Candidate (see my Letter to the Editor in 
this edition) 
TRC Planning Scheme:
The State Government has advised Council that the 
new Planning Scheme can only be adopted for the 
continuing TRC and that any parts of the Planning 
Scheme that apply to the new MSC will be passed on, 
with the new Council to decide whether to accept the 
draft.

The Mareeba Shire Planning Scheme and IPA 
(Integrated Planning Act) will continue to be the 
basis for the new MSC Scheme until a new scheme 
is adopted by MSC. I encourage you to take an active 
interest in this process. It is critical that the Planning 
Scheme protects and reflects the unique characteristics 
of this district. If you have comments, please write to 
your Local Member or to Minister Seeney. 
Kuranda Library:
Council has also voted to look at ways of extending 
the current Opening Hours as soon as possible and 
the matter will be discussed at a September Council 
Meeting.

Roads News:
Tenders for reconstruction work on Windy Hollow 
Road have now closed and are expected to be decided 
at the Council Meeting on September 5 with the work 
to be completed by the end of this year. In regards 
the Safety upgrade to the Rob Veivers Drive/ Morton 
Street Intersection, Council has voted to conduct 
further consultation on the safety upgrade options for 
improving the western entrance and implementing the 
changes. 
If you have any comments re roads issues, please email 
info@trc.qld.gov.au
Kuranda Community Precinct News:
The Advisory Committee’s key focus at present is the 
development of the site as a community hub. The initial 
Design Concept has been presented to community 
by the KCP Advisory Committee meeting and after 
a well attended Community Stall at the Post Office 
recently, the committee members have recommended 
the preferred design to Council. The design is all 
about creating an attractive community space which 
is available to the whole community and includes the 
new Library, meeting spaces, play areas, community 
garden and landscaped areas. More details in the KCP 
Advisory Committee Report in this paper. Contact: 
John Baskerville (Chairperson) Ph: 40937246 

The Advisory Committee and Council have 
approved the offer to donate the demountable building 
to the Kuranda Mens Shed group, with removal from 
the site by the end of this year.
New Visitors Centre:
Tenders for the construction of the new Kuranda 
Visitors Centre are to be advertised soon, with 
construction anticipated to start later this year. We 
have been waiting for some time for the Minister to 
sign off on the final approval and hope to have this 
very soon, so the Tenders can be advertised as soon as 
possible. Let’s hope that new VIC gets here soon, as it 
is long overdue and the current centre is far too small 
for 60,000 visitors p.a.!
Kuranda Infrastructure Projects:
The Walkway Pods have unfortunately had some 
contractor delays, but Council is pushing to have the 
project completed asap. Next project in the Strategic 
Plan for the Infrastructure Funds is the new Visitors 
Centre.

Future projects (not yet planned/ concept plans yet 
to be developed) are the upgrade/ undergrounding of 
power of Therwine Street, Amphitheatre development 
and an Indigenous Precinct/ Museum. This Levy is 
critically important in providing infrastructure in 
Kuranda and must remain in place.
Grants for Community Groups:
Last reminder to get your applications in! Any not-
for-profit community group can apply for grants up 
to $2000. Apply now, as the Budget can change after 
Jan. 1st. Contact Gwen Fyfe at Council (Ph 4043 4112 
orgwenf@trc.qld.gov.au) for details on how to apply for 
FIKS Grants (Financial and In-Kind Support) grants.
Kuranda Day:
Saturday 19th and Sunday 20th October: This will be 
a great Community event and Council has provided 
$6,000 to support the event. Tourism Kuranda is 
leading this event and community helpers are most 
welcome. Contact Marc Sleeman Ph: 0427 592 203.
Customer Requests system:
Requests for Council action can be done online either 
via email to info@trc.qld.gov.au , or by using the link 
“Report a Problem” on the Council website, or by phone 
1 300 362 242 (this number is also the TRC after hours 
Emergency number).
Council Meetings:
September 5th (Mareeba), September 19th (Atherton). 
Meetings are public meetings. Meeting Agenda 
published on the TRC website Monday immediately 
prior to the Council Meeting.
Councillor Contact Details:
Ph: 0417 002 046 (mobile is best) or landline 4093 
8601. Please remember to leave a message and your 
phone number.
Facebook www.facebook.com/Cr.JennyJ

You know that tingly little feeling you get when you 
like someone? That’s common sense leaving your body.
I don’t like making plans for the day, because then 
the word “premeditated” can get thrown around in 
the courtroom.
I didn’t get to the gym today. That makes five years in a 
row.
Dear paranoid people who check behind their 
shower curtain for knife wielding murderers; if you 
find one, what’s your plan?
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Daryl's Plumbing
Maintenance

Local to Kuranda

Phone: 0417 232 567
or 4093 9151

Myola • Licenced Plumber

The Kuranda Horse and Pony Club would firstly like 
to say a huge THANK YOU to the Kuranda Lions Club for their 
very generous donation of $500, which will go towards the 
Club’s ribbons for the 2014 Gymkhana, which we are starting 
to plan already, due to the success of this year’s event. We took 
the opportunity to ask Col and Carol Jeanes from the Lions Club 
to come out for a visit to our club and we presented them with a 
certificate of appreciation, as seen in the photo with a few of our 
riders and the clubs instructors.

The club really appreciates all the wonderful sponsors that have 
helped out our club this year – it’s been fantastic.

In the last couple of months there have been so many events. In 
the last school holidays the state Dressage and Combined Training 
competition was held down near the Whitsundays. One of our riders 
,Jamie Hewitt-Toms, went down to compete and placed, which is an 
awesome effort. Jamie and her sister Olivia were also then able to 
travel the show circuit, coming home with many ribbons and prizes.

The Club had a team of riders go to Mareeba for a mounted games 
school, then they went and competed at the Cairns Show in Mounted 
Games and Sporting, many for the first time. They all did a great job 
and the team came 2nd overall, as seen in the photo with their ribbons.

The Club’s Quest entrants can be seen in the photo working hard at sausage 
sizzles raising much needed funds for the club. Well done to Sophie and Kristy.

August is always such a busy month with an event on every weekend. At Atherton 
the club came 3rd in the March Past with 11 riders competing, many coming home 
with ribbons and trophies, the 2nd day was the Interschool Horse sports where they 
all rode for their schools.

On the 15th September the club will be holding another OPEN HORSE SPORTS 
FUNDRAISING EVENT WHICH IS OPEN TO ANY RIDER SO COME ALONG 
AND HAVE SOME FUN.

Then in the next school holidays two of our riders will be travelling down to 
Rockhampton to compete in the State event which is the  Gymkhana, Horse Sports, 
Camp Drafting and Mounted Games, so we wish them safe travel and the best of 
luck.

All of our riders are doing such an awesome job, they are just learning so much 
with their horses and improving all the time, we are very proud of them all.

So remember the 15th September for the club’s OPEN HORSE SPORTS. WE 
HOPE TO SEE LOTS OF HORSE AND RIDERS THERE. THE CANTEEN WILL BE 
OPEN ALL DAY, SO COME ALONG AND WATCH SOME FUN ACTION.

Till next time – need any information, email paulanddi@bigpond.com 

Happy Riding,

 Di Curtis, Club Instructor  

Kuranda Horse and
Pony Club



abn 26435200830

Russell Slater
Electrical Contractor

Electrical Installations and repairs to
  all types of electrical and marine equipment

Specializing in repairs to generators, pumps and 
hot water systems 

No job too small
Discount for pensioners

Phone 4093 8900
email bem@bomatu.com.au

Experienced  *  Reliable  *  Local  *   Professional
Electrical Contractors Lic. No. 66658
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LOCAL ELECTRICIAN
SPECIAL LOCAL RATES

10 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Experienced in
Renovations • New Installations

Bore Pumps • 3 Phase Gear
Generator Changeover • Hot Water Systems

Phone Licensed • Ovens

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Servicing 
Kuranda – Speewah – Koah – Cairns
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A DAZZLING variety of gardens left the 2013 Tablelands Regional Gardens Award 
judge with an almost impossible task.

“Judge Len Curtiss was faced with some very difficult decisions, gardeners right 
across the Atherton Tablelands have pulled out the stops this year,” Tablelands 
Regional Council Mayor Rosa Lee Long said today.

“The winners across all categories are very deserving, having put great effort 
and creativity in to the 36 gardens which were nominated.”

“This year, as in previous years, the Garden of the Year has been chosen from 
winners from both the Northern and Southern divisions. In 2013 the Garden of the 
Year has been won by Ray and Alice Titmarsh of Tolga.”

This year also marked a number of changes to the Awards, explained by 
Divisional Councillor Shaaron Linwood.

“We have introduced a Hall of Fame, to recognize the exceptional efforts of 
some of our premier green-thumbs,” Cr Linwood said.

Inductees are (Northern zone) Selfie Xhafer and Adile Shyqyr and (Southern 
zone) Ray and Alice Titmarsh and Shirley Kilpatrick.

“This year we altered the categories, deleting some and introducing a new 
‘Sustainable’ category which attracted some very strong entries,” Cr Linwood said.

“It was a broad category, allowing everything from vegetable and produce 
gardens, to those with exceptional sustainable fertilizing and anything innovative 
and it uncovered some exceptional entries.”

Cr Linwood said that the standard of entries was so high, in some cases special 
Judges Awards had also been made.

Many gardens will be participating in Open Days where the public can admire, 
and be inspired by, their fellow Tablelanders’ efforts.

The Northern Zone open day will be held on Saturday 7 September in the 
Northern Zone and Saturday 14 September for the Southern Zone.

John and Kathryn Edwards, of Kuranda were placed 2nd in the Acreage/Rural 
section of the Northern Division.

2013 Tablelands
Regional Council 

Garden Award
Winners 

Announced
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UNITING CHURCH
IN AUSTRALIA

Kuranda Faith Community
Meets Second Sunday of the month

4.30 – 5.30pm

KURANDA RECREATION CENTRE
Fallon Road • Ph: 4093 8730

Conversation as Prayer

THE ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA, ST SAVIOUR’S KURANDA
Invites you to Worship 

SUNDAY 
8.00am Holy Communion
9.30am Family Eucharist
9.30am Sunday School
5.00pm Evening Prayer

TUESDAY
9.00am Holy Communion

POSSUM CORNER OP SHOP
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & 

Saturday

CAKES AND BOOKS
Saturday September 7,

8.30am-12.00pm

Enq Chris Wright Tel 4093 8735 • Email wrightc@iig.com.au

St Christopher’s
CATHOLIC 
CHURCH

Barang Street, Kuranda

Our Sunday Mass held at 6.00pm

Mass: First Wednesday of each month at 7.00pm A Thought for September

Need a new washing machine, fridge or other 
essential houshold goods?

NILS
The No Interest Loan Scheme provides interest-free loans for 

individuals or families on low income.
How much can you borrow?

It varies, but usually up to $1,000 and the repayment period is 
up to 2 years.

Who is eligible?
Anyone holding a Health Care Card or Pension Card.

See Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre for more details.

The Kuranda Paper is produced 
on the last Thursday of each 
month except January issue (11 

editions per year), by the Kuranda Media Association 
Inc. (a registered not-for-profit organisation).
The paper is distributed free to every PO Box and 
household in Kuranda and surrounds, and to selected 
outlets across the Tableland and Cairns.
The paper is produced entirely by volunteer labour – 
typesetting, design and layout, office and accounts 
administration, paper folding etc. We have to pay for 
printing, delivery and distribution, and normal office 
running costs such as rent, phone, insurance, etc. Any 
excess funds raised are distributed to the Community 
through grants and donations as decided by the 
Kuranda Media Association management committee.
The paper exists only through these costs being paid 
for by advertisers. If you are a POTENTIAL ADVERTISER 
please see contact details and pricing on page 2, and 
experience that warm, fuzzy inner feeling that you have 
helped to keep the paper going, and done your bit to 
indirectly assist the community!
And of course, let the thousands of locals and visitors 
know about your business or service. 

Words of Wisdom from my Grandmother

You can always tell what sort 
of a person a man thinks you 
are by the earrings he gives you.

THIS month we turn to St Luke’s Gospel Chapter 12 and read from verse 32 to 40.  There is one thing that 
Jesus does over and over in his ministry, he warns his listeners that following him may involve difficult 
choices, and he warns his society that a just and humane future calls for deep changes. All through Jesus’ 

ministry there is a sense of premonition. Our Lord was living out nothing less than an alternate way of being a 
human being in the world! It is obvious that he had no illusions about the dangers he was courting. 

 That alternate way was what he called the kingdom of God and the values of that kingdom were diametrically 
opposed to those of the society around him, and will be diametrically opposed to the values of any society we 
have so far devised. Human empires are not built on giving alms, turning the other cheek, and praying for one’s 
enemies! Sometimes Jesus makes no effort to hide that sense of premonition, the feeling that certain collisions are 
inevitable and they might as well be named and faced. 

 His disciples, on the other hand, seem incapable of accepting the possibilities. “I came to bring fire to the earth 
… I have a baptism with which to be baptized.” There is intense frustration in these words. Jesus seems deeply 
troubled at the antagonism to his vision of the kingdom of God, yet, at the same time, to accept the inevitability of 
its clashing with everything in the life of his time. Even close personal relationships will be deeply divided by his 
vision. 

 Jesus then moves to another issue. People don’t seem to be able to see that the kind of society they are in cannot 
be sustained: it is headed for tragedy. They are like a man who doesn’t realize his case is so weak he had better settle 
out of court! The society ought to reform itself and not wait for the harsh judgement of the future.

 How can all this speak to us? The vision of a kingdom of peace and justice divides us even as Christians. Some 
people in church life see any social and political activity in Our Lord’s name as invalid. Others see it as the only 
valid Christian task. In society as a whole some people see the vision of peace and justice as less important than 
the development of wealth, whatever the human cost. In ecological issues many, to use Jesus’ phrase, refuse to 
“interpret the present time” in spite of obvious indications of disaster. 

 As our society moves toward future judgement, as do the two litigants in Jesus’ parable, we would do well to 
settle out of court while we can. Change and reform now, in case the judgement of the future be exceedingly harsh. 
As usual the gospel challenges us to think and to act.

News from
St Saviour’s Church

On the weekend of August the tenth and eleventh, 
we had two very important occas ions to celebrate. 
The first was our Patronal Festival, the feast of the 
Transfiguration of our Lord on the Holy Mountain.

St Saviour’s is dedicated to Our Lord and Saviour, 
Jesus Christ (St Saviour). The second occasion we 
celebrated was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 
ordination to the priesthood of Father Chris (the 
Archdeacon).

We welcomed Bishop Bill Ray who presided at 
the Saturday night Eucharist and his wife Dr Robyn 
Ray. We had had a wonderful service with some 
great singing. Over eighty people were in attendance 
–stretching St Saviour’s. These included visiting 
clergy, representatives of various organisations to 
which Father Chris belongs and members of our 
congregation. The service was followed by a delicious 
meal served in the crypt. On Sunday we had another 
inspiring service, again the singing was marvellous. 
Father Chris told us the story of his journey to his 
ordination and of those who guided him on the way. 
This service was followed by lunch at the Kuranda 
Hotel (bottom pub). Bishop Bill and Robyn joined 
us for the meal. Some members of the congregation 
presented some very funny skits.

St Saviour’s is gearing up for the Blessing of the 
Animals Service on Sunday 6th of October.



Sunday 1st  September at 4.00 pm
at the Kuranda Recreation Centre, Fallon Road

Bring a plate to share.
Subscription for 2013 is $20 per year or $5 for a one-day membership.

For more information ring Garth at 4093 9926
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Trout On Line

Michael Trout MP Member for Barron River
Phone: 4038 2800

Email: barron.river@parliament.qld.gov.au

Library Lines

Black Orpheus
Winner of both the Academy Award for best foreign-
language film and the Cannes Film Festival’s Palme 
d’Or, Marcel Camus’ Black Orpheus (Orfeu 
negro) brings the ancient Greek myth of Orpheus and 
Eurydice to the twentieth-century madness of Carnival 
in Rio de Janeiro. With its eye-popping photography 
and ravishing, epochal soundtrack, Black Orpheus 
was an international cultural event, and it kicked off 
the bossa nova craze that set hi-fis across America 
spinning.

The Sound Of One Hand Clapping
The book focuses the relationship between a woman, 
Sonja Buloh, and her father Bojan. Bojan is a Slovenian 
immigrant from the post-World War II period 
who came to work on the Tasmanian Hydroelectric 
Schemes, and a drunkard. While working on a remote 
construction camp in the central highlands in the 
winter of 1954, when Sonja was just three, Bojan's 
wife walked into a blizzard never to be seen again 
and leaving Bojan to raise his daughter. When Sonja 
returns to visit Tasmania and her father in 1989 as 
a balanced middle-aged woman, the past begins to 
intrude, changing both their lives forever.

Most of you will probably, by now, have heard about the anticipated Library move.  
To make sure that you are part of this exciting new development, we have two site 
layout options on display in the Library.  You are invited to register your choice, along 
with any comments you would like to make.  Remember that the Tablelands Library 
Service is YOUR library service, so get your vote in! We will keep you informed as and 
when more information comes to hand.

At Kuranda Library we have an active Book Club which has, just recently, lost a 
few of its members to southern climes. If you enjoy a wide variety of reading styles 
and genres, why not join in and put your powers of critique to good use.  We're happy 
to throw in a cup of coffee while you dispute, discuss and dissect the current tome.  
The meeting date is the first Thursday of each month from 10.00-11.00am. Please 
feel free to just rock-on in.

School Holiday Activities are scheduled for the first week of the holidays: Please 
ask library staff for details, and to book, as we have limited seating.

Rates notices will be mailed out to rate payers on 26th August with the final 
discount date set as 26th September 2013. Have you informed Council of any 
changes to your postal address details? Your Library is also a Council agency and 
you can make payments up until 4.30 on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays and 
11.30 on Fridays. Payments may be made by cash, EFTPOS or cheque. No Council 
transactions are possible on Saturday mornings.

We are always very happy to give away our old newspapers. Maybe the children 
would like to try their hand at papier-mâché, or you need some mulch for your 
favourite garden bed, or you need something to line the budgie's cage…Please ask us 
next time you visit.

Library Hours
Monday – Closed

Tuesday – 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursdau – 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday and Saturday – 9 a.m. to 12 noon

Kuranda Library and Council Office: Telephone number 4093 9185

By the time you read this, I will have 
completed the Kokoda Trail (hopefully). As a 
member of the Cairns Corporate Challenge, 
our mission for the past few months has been 
to raise funds for the Declan Crouch Fund and 
awareness of suicide prevention initiatives. 

With the help of numerous sponsors, and a very successful luncheon 
made all the more special by our guest speakers, Lisa Newman, wife of 
the Queensland Premier, and Kuranda’s own celebrity, Les Hiddins of 
ABC Bush Tucker Man fame, we have raised an awe inspiring $70,000! 
With an ultimate goal of $100,000, I urge you to make a donation by 
visiting the Cairns Corporate Challenge website.

I have received numerous enquiries about the extensive slope 
stabilisation repairs on the road embankment above and below the 
Kuranda Range Road. The works have involved rock scaling, slope cut 
backs, installation of draped wire mesh, soil nails, reinforced earth 
and gabion retaining structures and repairs to table drains and eroded 
slopes. In all, these works have been spread over 21 sites from Smithfield 
to near Saddle Mountain Road. 

Concrete run-offs (batter chutes) on the upper range have been 
installed to direct surface water run-off in a controlled manner down to 
the drain at road level. In the past, the water flowed in an uncontrolled 
fashion which resulted in scouring and instability of the batter. 

TMR advise that these works are in the final stages and will be 
completed by the end of the month, weather permitting. However, 
in mid-November, TMR will commence another project to widen the 
pavement at priority locations and install retaining structures to further 
improve safety on the range. 

The Queensland Government’s Get in the Game comprises three 
new funding programs worth $47.8 million over the next three years 
and supports sport and recreation at the grassroots level. The second 
round of funding opened on 15 August.

Get Started assists children and young people who can least 
afford or may otherwise benefit from joining a sport or recreation club. 
Eligible children and young people are provided with a voucher of up 
to $150 to help pay for club membership and/or participation fees. The 
vouchers can be redeemed at a sport or recreation club registered with 
the program.

Get Going supports local sport and recreation organisations with 
funding of up to $10,000 for projects that create opportunities for more 
Queenslanders to become members.

Get Playing provides up to $100,000 in funding to assist local 
sport and recreation organisations with facility development so more 
Queenslanders are encouraged to become involved in the sport or 
recreation activity of their choice.

Contact my office for more details, or go online http://www.nprsr.
qld.gov.au/funding/getinthegame/index.html
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Dale Mattsson – Backhoe Hire
EXPERIENCED OWNER OPERATOR

Servicing Kuranda & Surrounds
FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING NEEDS

Phone Dale 
0419 684 549
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Kuranda 
Rangers 
Soccer Club 

The 2013 Soccer season is drawing to a close with the last game this 
Saturday 31st August. We’ll be celebrating a wonderful season for the 
Kuranda Rangers on Saturday 15th September from 3.30pm at the 
Recreation Centre. Team presentations will happen at 4.00pm, followed 
by a BBQ and big social – so come along and celebrate our kids and our 
great Kuranda soccer community. 

In other soccer news, Rangers U11s and a number of U8s and 9s 
headed off to Marlin Coast Soccer Carnival last week, and U6s joined the 
Stratford Carnival a few weeks back. The kids all had a great full day on 
the field, playing four good games in one day, coming home exhausted 
and decorated with medals.

These carnivals are a fantastic opportunity to hone skills and fitness 
and we’re all looking forward to participating regularly next year.

And a HUGE congratulations to Rangers star Aurora Clark. Aurora 
competed in the Qld State U12s Football Championships last week, after 
being chosen to represent the Peninsula in the Under 12 Girls football 
team as one of their speedy defenders. Her team were undefeated and 
the first Peninsula team to win a title in State football in living memory! 
Go girls! 

See you at the Rec Centre on Saturday 15th September, 3.30pm. For 
more info call Gary 4093 7109 or Matt 0424 456 379.



If someone in your 
family has a drinking 
problem, you can see 

what it is doing to 
them, but can you see 

what it is doing to you?

Al-Anon
can help you!

MEETINGS IN KURANDA,
SMITHFIELD, CAIRNS

Phone Kate 4093 9668
1300 ALANON

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
For a limited time the Kuranda Paper will accept your 

Classifieds up to 30 words FOR FREE.
(Classifieds over 30 words, 25c per word.)

Email to mail@kurandapaper.com
Post to PO Box 66 Kuranda 4881

Drop into office during production week (address p. 2)
September Stars
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Kuranda Transfer Station
Opening Times from 1 July 2012

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS, SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS
8.00am to 5.00pm

Kuranda Branch Library and Council Office
4–12 Thoree Street • Phone 4093 9185

www.library.muc.qld.gov.au
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Closed
11am–6pm
11am–5pm

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

11am–5pm
9am–12noon
9am–12noon

NO COUNCIL SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE ON SATURDAY

COMMUNITY NOTICES

Night Fill Worker. Looking for room or one 
other to share lease. 0413 759 760.

Just Gorgeous: Yak wool shawls and ponchos 
are back. Shawls are now only $24 and ponchos 
are $29.95. Perfect weight for a cool tropical 
night!

Convenience and Take Away Store located 
15 minutes west of Kuranda. Quiet rural setting. A 
good business with a regular income guaranteed, 
with jobs for the family. A long lease is available. 
Current owner of five years selling due to changed 
family circumstances. WIWO. SAV. POA. Contact 
by email: sales14@outlo0k.com.au

Kuranda Rainforest Coffee Opposite Post 
Office. Looking after locals. Same great local 
coffee from $3, also serving Aussie tea!

Rob Hart
Resident Astrologer & Tarot Card Reader
Kuranda Heritage Markets
Ph. (07) 4093 0218



Rainfall 22/7/2013 to 25/8/2013 – 8mm

Justice of the Peace
(QUALIFIED)

Please phone for appointment or leave a message, 
and I will get back to you.

Telephone 4093 8780 Karen McLaren
FREE SERVICE

Let’s put astrology to the test and look at the federal 
election! Cast a chart for sunrise, 7th September, 
Canberra as our basic tool. Now a few simple rules: 
Divide the chart into two hemispheres, left and right. 
The left hand side represents the incumbent, and the 
right the challenger. Simple. The Ascendant (rising 
left) represents the qualities of the incumbent; the 7th 
house (setting right) the qualities of the challenger.

The moon is always a significator, or the essence of 
the question. The question being, or course, who will 
be Prime Minister? Ok, enough rules. Now what does 
the chart say?

At sunrise in Canberra the sun is rising (of course) 
at 14 degrees Virgo; which is now the ascendant. 
Mercury is also rising in Virgo, followed by the Moon 
in Libra. This signifies Kevin Rudd, the incumbent – 
meticulous, hard working. compulsive communicator, 
seeking balance and an equitable distribution of 
resources.

Then rising shortly after, Venus in Libra and 
Saturn in Scorpio; attractive, intense and immovable 
(I’m not making this up!). Above the horizon, also on 
the Rudd side of the chart, Mars in Leo and Jupiter 
in Cancer – born to rule; a warrior and an expansive, 
positive populist. 

So we have seven planets on the left bracketed by 
Jupiter and Saturn expansive and immovable with a 
nice balance of male and female indicators, dedicated 
and holding the centre. Looking good you would 
think.

Now on the right, Tony Abbot’s side of the chart 
we have three planets actually the three outer planets: 
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. Uranus and Pluto 
square off to each other: destructive, explosive and 
incompatible. In between is Neptune in Pisces: the 
victim, self-destructive and loss. He’s gone say the 
stars.

At the Mid-heaven, our Zenith of the chart is 19 
degrees Gemini. It’s all about communication, young 
people will have a major influence and, if Wikileak 
runs candidates, an opening of the communication 
channels will be all-important. This, of course, is totally 
at odds with what the opinion polls and the media are 
telling us. So what’s happening? Perhaps it is a call to 
each of us to exercise our own judgement regardless 
of the influence of other interests. The minor parties 
and independents will still have influence: populism is 
strong, and the media will become more accountable.

All the election charts I’ve drawn up over the 
years have accurately predicted the result, but this 
one is a big call. An analysis in hindsight will be very 
interesting. Process, rather that prediction, is where 
the real value of astrology is revealed and this will be 
fascinating.

Bring it on. Blessings

Wife’s Diary:
Tonight, I thought my husband was acting weird. We had made plans to meet at a nice restaurant for dinner. I was 
shopping with my friends all day long, so I thought he was upset at the fact that I was a bit late, but he made no 
comment on it. 

Conversation wasn’t flowing, so I suggested that we go somewhere quiet so we could talk. He agreed, but he 
didn’t say much. I asked him what was wrong; He said, “Nothing”. I asked him if it was my fault that he was upset. 

He said he wasn’t upset, that it had nothing to do with me, and not to worry about it. On the way home, I told him 
that I loved him. He smiled slightly, and kept driving. I can’t explain his behaviour, I don’t know why he didn’t say, “I 
love you, too”.

When we got home, I felt as if I had lost him completely, as if he wanted nothing to do with me anymore. He 
just sat there quietly and watched TV. He continued to seem distant and absent. Finally, with silence all around us, I 
decided to go to bed. About 15 minutes later, he came to bed. 

But I still felt that he was distracted and his thoughts were somewhere else. He fell asleep – I cried. I don’t know 
what to do. I’m almost sure that his thoughts are with someone else. 

My life is a disaster.

Husband’s Diary:
Boat wouldn’t start, can’t figure it out.



Every  Sat    Kuranda Envirocare Tree Planting, Ph 4093 9926  for details or
  check website www.envirocare.org.au 
1st Sat     Garden Group 2.00pm Ph David or Graham 4093 9492
Every Sun A.A. CWA Hall 10.30am Ph 4093 7599
  Speewah Country Market 8.00am to 2.00pm 4093 0361 
  Yoga with Aileen 10.00am Kuranda Recreation Centre: Contact Aileen  
  4093 7401
3rd Sun Kuranda Film Society 4.00pm to 8.00pm, Kuranda  Recreation  
  Centre Ph  Garth 4093 9926
2nd Sun United Church  Recreation Centre 4.00 pm, Krishna 4093 8730
Every Mon. Acappella Singing 7.15-8.45pm
 Kids Aerial Circus with Louise Kohn. Bookings essential at the  

Amphitheatre 3.30 pm, 0424 928 917
  Kurandacoots adult circus jam  Amphitheatre at 6.30 pm. Bring  
  any circus toys. 
  Yoga – Gentle 8.15am for 8.30 start. Energise your life with HALS  
  (Health across the Life Span) QCWA Hall, Phone Aileen 4093 7401 or  
  Sheila 4093 7617
  Kuranda Rangers Soccer: Social training 4.30-6.00pm; Night Soccer  
  (4 a side) 6.30-8.00pm. Gary 4093 8399
3rd Mon KNC Management Committee Meeting 6.00pm Rob Veivers
 Drive Ph 4093 8933
Every Tues, Al-Anon Family Groups 6.00pm 
Wed & Fri Ph Kate 4093 9668 or 1300ALANON

Karate at CWA Hall Kuranda 6.15pm to 7.15pm for more info call
Geoff 4093 7380

 Koah Sports & Social Club 7.30pm Barbara La Baysse 4093 7026
Every Tue Tribal Bellydance at Kuranda Community Precinct.
  Ph Lisa 0409 367 967.
  Tae Kwon Do & Self Defence  6.30pm CWA Hall 
  Ph 0437 438 196
   8 Ball  7.00pm at Kuranda Recreation Centre
2nd Tue Tourism Kuranda meets behind St Saviour’s Church.
  Kuranda SES Training, 7.30pm sharp at Fallon Road.   
  Contact James Partridge 0402 119 642
2nd & 4th Tue Mareeba Toastmasters meets 7.30-9.30pm, Mareeba RSL.   
  Phone Fran 4093 7288 or Joe 4092 2089. Guests welcome.
Every Wed Yoga 6.00 pm Kuranda Recreation Centre: Contact Aileen 4093 7401
  Lifeline Counselling at KNC (appointment necessary)
  Craft and Social Morning at QCWA hall 9.00am 

Kuranda Playgroup 9.30am Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre.
New families please phone Lynda 4093 0891 or 0410 337 932.
Weekly Meditations/Reflections 7.00pm at The Hidden Words 
Bookshop, bottom of Therwine Street.
Karate at Koah Hall 6.15pm-7.15pm for more info call Geoff 
4093 7380

  Mah Jong  at KNC  1.00 to 4.00pm. All welcome
  *New* Wing Chun (Kung Fu) The Amphitheatre 6.30 to 7.30pm. 
  Ph Kurt Golden 0400 772 645  
1st Wed  Kuranda Interagency Network Meeting 2.00pm at KNC
  Kuranda and District Chamber of Commerce 4.30pm  Kuranda Hotel
2nd Wed QCWA meeting 12.30pm at Hall Ph 4093 7016 
  Kuranda and Environs Community Alliance Group –   
  10.00am Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre.
Every Thur Rotary 6.00pm Kuranda Hotel/Motel Ph 4093 7206
 Tae Kwon Do & Self Defence  6.30pm CWA Hall 
 Ph 0437 438 196
  Kuranda Rangers Soccer: training for competition players only  
  4.00-5.30 Gary 4093 8399
 Kurandacoots Adult Circus Jam at the Amphitheatre 6.30pm
2nd Thur  Ambulance 7.30pm Ambulance  Centre, Fallon Road 

CONTRIBUTORS: PLEASE CHECK DETAILS AND ADVISE CHANGES

Permits required for ALL fires

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
FIRE or other emergencies – please phone 000

SES Flood or Storm emergencies – please phone 132 500

RURAL FIRE BRIGADE WARDENS
Davies Creek
Koah
Kuranda
Myola
Speewah

4093 3181
4093 7006
0408 077 746
4093 7190 / 0408 151 199
4093 0211

Lloyd
Peter
Nick
Duncan
John

          Mon & Tues           Wed to Fri    Sat, Sun & Pub Hol
 To: Speewah  
  Koah  
    
     
 Ex: Koah  
    
    
 Ex: Speewah
    
    

*SCHOOL DAYS ONLY              # BOOKING REQUIRED
NO SERVICE EASTER FRIDAY & CHRISTMAS DAY

Departs Bus Stop “D” Lake Street Transit Mall, City Place, Cairns
                                                       Mon & Tues           Wed to Fri    Sat, Sun & Pub Hol
 Departs Kuranda        
 
       
        
 

*1510 from Smithfield to Koah Mon to Fri SCHOOL DAYS ONLY
  Departs Cairns  
           
   
       

All services except 1000 go to Speewah & Koah if required
**Mareeba

# Via Caravonica, Redlynch, Raintrees, Westcourt, TAFE, Cairns City
NO SERVICE EASTER FRIDAY & CHRISTMAS DAY

JOHN’S KURANDA BUS
“The Local Bus”

 Tel John 0418 772 953

0900

*1530
1750

#0705
#1315
*1550
#0710
#1320
*1540

0900
1300

*1530
1750

#0705
#1315
*1550
#0710
#1320
*1540

1000

1645
#0815

#0820

#0720
1330
1530

#0720
0900
1130
1330
1530

0830
1530

**0825
1710

0825
1000
1230
1710

0930
**1615

Community Calendar
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– REPORT TO KURANDA COMMUNITY –

De-amalgamation Local Advisory 
Committee Meeting

On Monday 12 August, several members of the community from throughout the 
revived Mareeba Shire Council area were invited to attend a presentation by Mr 
Rod Ferguson, the Transfer Manager appointed by the Queensland Government to 
oversee and represent the MSC during the de-amalgamation process.

Essentially the discussions on de-amalgamation occur between Mr Ferguson and 
Mr Church with the Minister, Mr Cristafulli as the final arbiter in the case of an 
intractable impasse.

To date there has been no need for such ministerial intervention and this is 
probably because both parties are approaching the process in a mutually co-
operative manner. This co-operative spirit is acting to the advantage of both future 
Councils and has not been reflected elsewhere in the other three de-amalgamations. 
Mr Ferguson is supported by a staff of only 2½ so he and his staff are busy.

The local advisory committee has no intervention or statutory role but is essentially 
there to make suggestions from a community viewpoint. It has a membership of four. 
At the August meeting, another eight community members were invited to attend to 
hear Mr Ferguson’s report. It was comprehensive, professional and all attendees left 
the meeting with most of their major concerns about the process considerably eased. 
In brief the following was advised:
•  The election for the new MSC will probably be in November for a Mayor and six 

Councillors. It will be a no divisions, shire wide, ‘first past the post’ election. On 
past history, this gives little chance of a successful local Kuranda candidate.

•  The new council will be called ‘Mareeba Shire Council”. I believe a good opportunity 
to rename it to a more inclusive name was lost here.

•  The process is more difficult because not only is a new council being formed, but 
also a lot of effort is going into trying to split on the basis of ‘there had never been 
an amalgamation’. It is sort of like a cross between reincarnation and resuscitation. 

•  Most assets are being allocated on the basis of ‘locale of use’. Also ownership of 
assets at the date of amalgamation has relevance. Most machinery and property 
assets have already been split and only a few smaller problems remain. These are 
often dependant on the eventual allocation of staff.

•  The computer system for the TRC is in the process of purchase. This is a big expense 
for the new MSC and could have cost M$5 plus. A lot of savings have been made but 
it will still be over M$3.

•  Accounting consultants have been employed to de-construct the financials over the 
past six years. This is very important to the ratepayers because it will track and split 
the income and expenditure as if there had been two different councils all along. 
This means that the MSC should get their several millions of dollars in cash back 
that we had at the point of amalgamation.

•  The library service will remain as a two shire wide service. This is excellent news and 
shows the complaisant attitude that will save all of us money and give maximum 
benefit.

•  There should be a new MSC website up in about 3 weeks. It will reflect the TRC site, 
but will also include MSC specific information.

•  The minutes of all of the de-amalgamation meetings are presently available on 
the TRCs site. Also the methodology and regulations for the de-amalgamation are 
available on the Queensland Government site for those with a forensic bent.

•  So far, the de-amalgamation process is going well, virtually on time and seems 
to be below budget. There are always nasty surprises lurking around corners but 
hopefully the costs will come in at about M$5, considerably less than projections 
from the pessimistic, and the optimistic. I love it when costs are cheaper than 
expected – hardly ever occurs with government.

Obviously, there are still considerable problems to be discussed and overcome. 
•  The greatest asset of any organisation is its staff. At present, many staff are in a 

situation where their future is uncertain. Because the MSC cannot formally hire 
anyone before it exists, there are few options to mitigate their uncertainty in the 
short term. Obviously, we have to have the staff on deck first thing on the 2nd 
January 2014. More thought needs to be given to this process.

•  A budget for the first 6 months of 2014 has to be prepared before there is a council 
and where the people preparing the budget do not know what services and processes 
will be supported by the council. 

•  The new Mayor and Councillors will need be ready to do a LOT of work during 
December, before they even have any legal existence, or remuneration.

The overall impression by the attendees was positive, with respect and 
appreciation for the amount of work already done and confidence in the process 
being implemented by Mr Ferguson and Mr Church.

   – Mark Freeman
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The Dead Horse Theory
The board room wisdom of real entrepreneurs, passed on from generation to generation, 
says that: “When you discover that you are riding a dead horse, the best strategy is to 
dismount.” However, in government more advanced strategies are often employed, such as:
 1. Buying a stronger whip, and decreasing the interval between floggings.
 2. Changing riders.
 3. Appointing a Royal Commission to study the horse, and offer a conciliatory “Sorry”.
 4. Arranging to visit other countries to see how other cultures ride dead horses.
 5.  Lowering the standards,  by reclassifying the dead horse as “Living-impaired” so that 

dead horses can be included in future government funding.
 6.  Establishing a 2 Billion dollar “Dead horse Centre” at taxpayers expense and establish 

20,000 new jobs.
 7. Hiring “The Greens” to ride the dead horse to show their support.
 8. Paying consultants to tell you the horse is dead.
 9. Harnessing several dead horses together to increase speed.
10. Providing additional funding and/or training to increase the dead horse’s performance,
11.  Doing a productivity study to see if lighter riders would improve the dead horse’s 

performance.
12.  Declaring that as the dead horse does not have to be fed, it is less costly, carries lower 

overhead and therefore 
contributes sub stantially 
more to the bottom line 
of the economy than do 
some other horses.

13.  Rewriting the expected 
perform ance requirements 
for all horses, and, of 
course:

14.  Promoting the dead horse 
to a ministerial position.

De-amalgamation nears Milestone
RISKS associated with de-amalgamating are being regularly re-assessed to ensure 
they are properly managed, Tablelands Regional Council heard at its Friday 16 
August meeting..
In his latest report to Council, De-amalgamation Project Manager Brett de 
Chastel said key risks to a good outcome included a poor de-amalgamation 
process, staffing and organization structures, information and communications 
technology, separating contractual arrangements, legal issues and community 
expectations and communication.
The Project team, however, reviews those and other risks on a regular basis to 
ensure they are minimized.
Mr de Chastel highlighted that ICT risks in particular related to the complex 
nature of projects such as installing a new data centre, rather than to the fact it 
was happening as a result of de-amalgamation.
He also reported that an additional $113,331.53 had been approved as de-
amalgamation expenses, bringing the total so far to $369,642.
The division of cash, debt and reserve components of the balance sheet had begun 
and is progressing smoothly, while the finalization of a list of staff to transfer to 
the new Mareeba Shire was in the very near future.
“De-amalgamation is a complicated task however it is progressing well and on 
present indications, we can look forward to two new Councils up and running 
from 1 January,” Acting Mayor Even McGrath said after the meeting.

WANTED
NOW

HOUSES FOR SALE
LAND FOR SALE

Call me: Diarmuid Houston
0412 116 578

diarmuid@professionalskuranda.com

BUYERS INQUIRING NOW

Don’t forget to vote on 
Saturday 7th September!

There’s been some confusion around
town about WHERE to vote.

Please note that voting is at the
CWA Hall (not Kuranda School)


